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Abstract
We present a way to assoiate an algebra BG(Υ) with every pseudo reetion group
G. When G is a Coxeter group of simply-laed type we show BG(Υ) is isomorphi
to the generalized Brauer algebra of simply-laed type introdued by Cohen,Gijsbers
and Wales[10℄. We prove BG(Υ) has a ellular struture and be semisimple for generi
parameters when G is a rank 2 Coxeter group. In the proess of onstrution we intro-
due a Cherednik type onnetion for BMW algebras and a generalization of Lawrene-
Krammer representation to omplex braid groups assoiated with all pseudo reetion
groups.
1 Introduction
The Brauer algebras Bn(τ) were introdued by Brauer in 1930's, motivated by the purpose
of reating a Shur-Weyl duality for orthogonal groups and sympleti groups. Roughly
speaking the Brauer algebra Bn(τ) is an algebra ontaining the group algebra of symmetri
group kSn, and sharing many important properties with kSn. First, Bn(τ) is semisimple
for generi τ as proved in [27℄, whene their irreduible representations are also labeled by
Young diagrams. Seondly just as kSn has Heke algebra as a deformation , whih provide
a way to dene the HOMFLY polynomial invariants for Links, Brauer algebras have a natu-
ral deformation named Birman-Murakami-Wenzl algebras(also alled BMW algebras),whih
dominate the Kauman polynomial invariants in similar way [3℄[23℄. The Brauer algebras
also admit ellular strutures like kSn in the sense of Graham and Lehrer[15℄.
As many objets related to Lie theory, In [10℄ Cohen, Gijsbers and Wales dened BMW
algebras and Brauer algebras for simply-laed Coxeter groups. Those new algebras have
almost all important algebrai properties of Bn(τ). They were shown to be semisimple
for Dn type for generi parameters, and admitting ellular strutures ([11℄). In [10℄ the
author ask whether there exist a denition of generalized BMW algebras for non-simply
laed Coxeter groups. In another way in [16℄ Haring-Oldenburg dened Cylotomi BMW
algebras and their degenerate version Cylotomi Brauer algebras. These algebras were
studied in many subsequent papers.
In this paper we introdue an algebra BG(Υ) for every Coxeter group and every pseudo
reetion group G, where Υ is a set of parameters. These algebras have the following
properties .
If G is nite then BG(Υ) is a nite dimensional algebra ontaining the group ring kG
naturally.
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There exist a at formal onnetion whih an deform every representation BG(Υ) to a
one-parameter family of representations of AG, the braid group assoiated with G. One of
these representations is the generalized Lawrene-Krammer representation.
When G is a Coxeter group of simply-laed type, BG(Υ) is isomorphi to the generalized
Brauer algebra introdued in [10℄. When G is a pseudo reetion group of G(m,1, n) type,
the ylotomi Brauer algebra introdued in [16℄ is isomorphi to a natural quotient of our
algebra BG(Υ).
When G is a rank 2 Coxeter group the algebra BG(Υ) is semisimple for generi Υ and
admit a ellular struture(Thm 5.2,Prop5.2 ).
Two major ingredients in the onstrution of BG(Υ) are Cherednik type onnetions for
BMW algebras and the generalized Lawrene-Krammer representations of Cohen,Wales [9℄
and Marin [22℄.
Let Hn(q) be the Heke algebra of the symmetri group Sn. Let
Yn = {(z1, · · · , zn) ∈ Cn|zi 6= zj, for any i 6= j}.
It is well-known that for generi q the set of irreduible representations of Hn(q) is in one to
one orrespondene with the set of irreduible representations of Sn. This orrespondene
has a geometri desription. The Cherednik onnetion desribe how a representation of Sn
an be deformed to a representation of Hn(q).
Let ωi,j = d log(zi − zj) for i < j be losed forms on Yn. The Cherednik onnetion is a
formal at onnetion
Ωn = κ
∑
i<j
si,jωi,j
dened on the bundle Yn × CSn. Where si,j ∈ Sn is the (i, j) permutation.
Cylotomi Heke algebras also have suh at onnetions as shown in [5℄. Let G be
a pseudo reetion group ating on a omplex linear spae E, let HG(q) be the assoiated
ylotomi Heke algebra. We denote the set of reetion hyperplanes of G as {Hv}v∈P, and
denote the set of pseudo reetions of G as R. Dene v : R→ P by requesting the reetion
hyperplane of s to be Hv(s). Denote MG = E \ ∪i∈PHi being the omplementary spae of
reetion hyperplanes. By Steinberg theorem [26℄ the indued ation of G on MG is free.
Complex braid group AG assoiated with G is dened as π1(MG/G). For any v ∈ P let fv
be any nonzero linear funtion on E with kernel Hv, let ωv = d log fv. The Cherednik type
onnetion of G is dened on the bundle MG × CG as follows
ΩG =
∑
v∈P
κ(
∑
s∈R,v(s)=v
µss)ωv.
Where {µs}s∈R is a set of parameters satisfying µs1 = µs2 if s1 is onjugate to s2. Suppose
(V, ρ) is linear representation of G, then we have a at onnetion on bundle MG × V :
ρ(ΩG) =
∑
v∈P
κ(
∑
s∈R,v(s)=v
µsρ(s))ωv.
ρ(ΩG) indue a at onnetion on the quotient bundle MG ×G V whih dene a one
parameter lass of representations of AG through monodromy. These monodromy represen-
tations fator through HG(q) for suitable q.[5℄
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It is known that for generi parameters the set of irreduible representations of BMW
algebras is also in one to one orrespondene with the set of irreduible representations
of the Brauer algebra Bn(τ). It is reasonable to expet that there exist Cherednik type
onnetion for BMW algebras.
We nd the formal onnetion
Ωn = κ
∑
i<j(si,j − ei,j)ωi,j dened on Yn × Bn(τ) is
just what we want. It is at and an deform every representation of Brauer algebra to a
representation of BMW algebra(Thm 3.2 ). Where ei,j ∈ Bn(τ) is the element desribed by
the following graph.
21 i j n
... ... ...
e i,j
1 2 i j n
Now we see the deformable property of CG and Bn(τ) embody in the existene of a
at formal onnetion desribing the deformation. We hope generalized Brauer algebras
should be deformable and have suh at onnetions as well. The onise form of above
at onnetion motivate us to imagine that BG(Υ) should be generated by elements in G
along with a set of speial elements {ei}i∈P, suh that the following formal onnetion ΩG
on MG × BG(Υ) is at and G-equivariant.
ΩG =
∑
v∈P
κ(
∑
s∈R,v(s)=v
µss − ev)ωv.
If all pseudo reetions in G have rank 2, and if we set all parameters µs = 1, then the
onnetion beome:
ΩG =
∑
v∈P κ(sv − ev)ωv, whih has a form similar with Ωn.
The atness ondition give some relations between si's and ei's. But these relations are
too oarse to produe an interesting nite dimensional algebra.
Annother ommon feature of BMW algebras of simply-laed types is that they all on-
tain the generalized Lawrene-Krammer representations(from now on we all them by LK
representations) dened in [9℄(see[10℄). Innitsiml version of LK representations are found
by Marin[21℄. They are desribed by some onise at onnetions. Marin then general-
ized these at onnetions to all omplex reetion groups( pseudo reetion groups whose
pseudo reetions all have rank 2), thus generalize LK representations to all omplex re-
etion groups [22℄(see 5.2). In setion 4 We show LK representations an atually be
generalized to all pseudo reetion groups and have a very simple haraterization.
Let VG = C{vi}i∈P be a vetor spae with a basis in 1 to 1 orrespondene with {Hi}i∈P,
the set of reetion hyperplanes of G. Sine G permutes the set of reetion hyperplanes,
there is a natural representation ι : G→ GL(VG).
Theorem 4.2 For every i ∈ P, suppose pi ∈ End(VG) is a projetion to Cvi. Expli-
itly suppose pi(vj) = αi,jvi for j 6= i; pi(vi) = mivi. Then the following onnetion on
MG×VG , ΩLK =
∑
i∈P κ(
∑
s:v(s)=i µsι(s) −pi)ωi is at and G-equivariant if and only if
3
αi,j =
∑
s:ι(s)(vj)=vi
µs, and mi = mj if there exist w ∈ G suh that w(Hi) = Hj.
When ΩLK satisfy the G invariant and atness ondition in Theorem 4.2, it indue a
at onnetion
ΩLK on the quotient bundle MG ×G VG. We dene the generalized LK
representation of AG as the monodromy representation of ΩLK. When µs = 1 for all s, the
onnetion ΩLK beome the at onnetion of Marin [22℄.
To nd more relations for BG(Υ) now we make annother request that all generalized
BMW algebras should ontain generalized LK representations. This ondition an be pre-
sented as: there exist some representation (V, ρ) of BG(Υ), suh that the onnetion ρ( ΩG)
oinide with ΩLK. This request give us both restrition and indiation on relations we are
looking for. We nd the algebra dened in Denition 5.1 satises these requests perfetly.
Definition 5.1 The algebra BG(Υ) assoiated with pseudo reetion group (V,G) is
generated by { w}w∈G∪ {ei}i∈P, submitting to the following relations. Here P is the index
set of reetion hyperplanes of G as dened before.
(0) w1 w2 = w3 if w1w2 = w3;
(1) siei = eisi = ei, for i ∈ P;
(2) e2i = miei ;
(3) wej = ei w , if w ∈ G satises w(Hj) = Hi;
(4) eiej = ejei, if { k ∈ P| Hk ⊃ Hi ∩Hj} = {i, j} ;
(5) eiej = (
∑
s∈R(i,j) µss)ej , if {k ∈ P|Hk ⊃ Hi ∩Hj} 6= {i, j}, and R(i, j) 6= ∅.
(6) eiej = 0, if {k ∈ I|Hk ⊃ Hi ∩Hj} 6= {i, j} and R(i, j) = ∅.
where R(i, j) = {s ∈ R|s(Hj) = Hi}. si is any pseudo reetion xing Hi.Constants {µs}s∈R
satisfy µs1 = µs2 if s1 is onjugate to s2 . Constants {mi}1∈P satisfy mi = mj if there
exists w ∈ G suh that w(Hi) = Hj. The symbol Υ means data {µs} ∪ {mi}.
For these algebras BG(Υ), we prove they are nite dimensional( Thm 5.1 ), the on-
netion
ΩG is G-invariant and at (Prop 5.1). And It is readily to see it ould realize the
onnetion ΩLK. We hope these algebras satisfy other important properties of Brauer alge-
bra: Semisimple for generi parameters; have ellular strutures; an be deformed to ertain
generalized BMW algebras. Existene of the onnetion ΩBr seems supporting the last prop-
erty. Setion 5.2 is devoted to study of ases when G are dihedral groups. We prove they
are semisimple for generi parameters(Thm 5.2,Thm 5.5), and have ellular strutures(Thm
5.3, Prop 5.2). We hope these two properties hold for all BG(γ).
In setion 5.3 we onstrut anonial presentations of BG(Υ) when G is a Coxeter group of
nite type (Thm 5.10), when G is of simply-laed type, it an be seen from this presentation
that BG(Υ) oinide with the generalized Brauer algebra in [9℄. When G is a pseudo reetion
group of type G(m,1, n) we also nd a anonial presentation for BG(Υ) (Thm 5.11 ), from
whih we see the ylotomi Brauer algebra introdued in [12℄ is isomorphi to a quotient
of BG(Υ) by letting some element ei to be zero.
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In the last setion 5.4 we disuss the uniqueness of BG(Υ). If we replae (6) in denition
5.1 with a milder relation
(6)
′
: eiej = ejei, if{k ∈ I|Hk ⊃ Hi ∩Hj} 6= {i, j}andR(i, j) = ∅
and keep other relations, the resulted algebra B^G(Υ) satises all above mentioned prop-
erties of BG(Υ) exept semisimplity and existene of a ellular struture. Proposition 5.4
shows when G is a rank 2 Coxeter groups, for generi Υ the relation (6)
′
degenerate to
relation (6). As we know BMW algebra have the same dimension for all parameters, propo-
sition 5.4 seems proving B^G(Υ) isn't a good hoie.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1 Brauer algebras and BMW algebras
Brauer algebra Bn(τ) is a graphi algebra in the sense that it has a basis onsisting of
elements presented by graphs, and the relations between them an be desribed through
graphs. Bn(τ) has a anonial presentation with generators s1, · · · , sn−1, e1, · · · , en−1 and
relations listed in table 1. Bn(τ) has a natural deformation disovered by Birman, Murakami,
Wenzl whih are now alled BMW algebras [3℄[23℄. These algebras support a Markov trae
whih gives the Kauman polynomial invariants of Links. We denote these BMW algebras
as Bn(τ, l). Where l is a parameter of deformation. There is Bn(τ) ∼= Bn(τ, 1). We list
generators and relations of Bn(τ) and Bn(τ, l) in table 1 aording to [9℄. Where m =
l−l−1
1−τ
.
Bn(τ) Bn(τ, l)
Generators s1,· · · ,sn−1;e1 ,· · · ,en−1 X1 , · · · ,Xn−1; E1 ,· · · ,En−1
Relations sisi+1si = si+1sisi+1 XiXi+1Xi = Xi+1XiXi+1
for1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2; for1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2 ;
sisi−1ei = ei−1sisi−1 XiXi−1Ei = Ei−1XiXi−1
for2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1; for2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1;
sisi+1ei = ei+1sisi+1 XiXi+1Ei = Ei+1XiXi+1
for1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2; for1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2;
sisj = sjsi ,|i− j| ≥ 2; XiXj = XjXi, |i− j| ≥ 2 ;
s2i = 1, for all i; l(X
2
i +mXi − 1) = mEi, for all i;
siei = ei, for all i; XiEi = l
−1Ei, for all i;
eisi+1ei = ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2; EiXi+1Ei = lEi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2;
eisi−1ei = ei, 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 ; EiXi−1Ei = lEi, 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1;
siej = ejsi, |i − j| > 1; XiEj = EjXi, |i − j| > 1;
e2i = τei, for all i. E
2
i = τEi .
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The struture of Brauer algebras and BMW algebras are studied in [3℄[27℄. They have
the following basi properties.
Theorem (Wenzl) Let the ground ring be a eld of harater 0, then Bn(τ) is semisimple
if and only if τ /∈ Z or τ ∈ Z and τ > n.
Many algebras related to Lie theory inluding Heke algebras, BMW algebras are ellular
algebras dened as follows [15℄. In the same paper Graham and Lehrer onstrut ellular
struture for BMW algebras and Brauer algebrsa.
Definition (Graham, Lehrer)[15] A ellular algebra over R is an assoiative algebra A,
together with ell datum (Λ,M,C, ∗) where
 (C1) Λ is a partially ordered set and for eah λ ∈ Λ ,M(λ) is a nite set suh thatC :
∩λ∈ΛM(λ)×M(λ)→ A is an injetive map with image an R-basis of A.
 (C2) If λ ∈ Λ and S, T ∈ M(λ), write C(S, T) = CλS,T ∈ A. Then ∗ is an R-linear
anti-involution of A suh that ∗(CλS,T ) = CλT,S.
 (C3) If λ ∈ Λ and S, T ∈M(λ) then for any element a ∈ A we have
aCλS,T ≡
∑
S
′∈M(λ) ra(S
′
, S)Cλ
S
′
,T
(modA(< λ))
Where ra(S
′
, S) ∈ R is independent of T and where A(< λ) is the R-submodule of A
generated by {C
µ
S
′′
,T
′′ |µ < λ; S
′′
, T
′′ ∈M(µ)}..
In table 1 we observe the presentation an be related to type An−1 Dynkin diagram in the
following way. Every node pi ( 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) of the Dynkin diagram orresponds to a pair
of generators si, ei. Between si, ei there are relations s
2
i = 1, e
2
i = τei and siei = eisi = ei.
There are two pattern of relations between si, ei and sj, ej. When pi is onneted to pj by
an edge, equivalently i = j± 1, there are relations sisjsi = sjsisj, eisjei = ei, ejsiej = ej and
sisjei = ejsisj. When pi isn't onneted to pj, there are relations sisj = sjsi, eiej = ejei,
siej = ejsi. These are all relations for Bn(τ).
A simply-laed Dynkin diagram is a Dynkin diagram whose edges are simply-laed. Fi-
nite type simply-laed Dynkin diagram onsists ADE type Dynkin diangrams. For every
suh Dynkin diagram Γ , above disussion shows how to dene algebras similar with Bn(τ)
and Bn(τ, l). This is due to Cohen, Gijsbers and Wales. In [10℄ they dene algebra BΓ (τ)
and algebra BΓ (τ, l) with generators and relations as in table 2. These are generalization
of Brauer algebra and BMW algebra to simply-laed type root systems (or Coxeter groups
).Let I be the set of nodes of Γ . When i, j ∈ I are onneted by an edge we write i ∼ j.
Otherwise we write i ≁ j. Set m = l−l
−1
1−τ .
BΓ(τ) BΓ (τ, l)
Generators si(i ∈ I); ei(i ∈ I) Xi(i ∈ I) ; Ei(i ∈ I)
Relations sisjsi = sjsisj, if i ∼ j ; XiXjXi = XjXiXj, if i ∼ j;
sisjei = ejsisj if i ∼ j; XiXjEi = EjXiXj if i ∼ j;
sisj = sjsi ,if i ≁ j; XiXj = XjXi, if i ≁ j ;
s2i = 1, for all i; l(X
2
i +mXi − 1) = mEi, for all i;
siei = ei, for all i; XiEi = l
−1Ei, for all i;
eisjei = ei, if i ∼ j; EiXjEi = lEi, ifi ∼ j;
siej = ejsi, if i ≁ j; XiEj = EjXi, ifi ≁ j;
e2i = τei, for all i. E
2
i = τEi .
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These generalized Brauer algebras have no graph to representing their elements any
more, but they have almost all important algebrai properties of Brauer algebras.
2.2 Pseudo reflection groups, Complex braid groups and Hecke algebras
Let V be a omplex linear spae. An element s in GL(V) is alled a pseudo reetion if
it an be presented as diag(ξ, 1, · · · , 1) where ξ is a root of unit. If ξ is −1 then s is
simply alled a reetion. G ⊂ GL(V) is alled a pseudo reetion group if it is generated
by pseudo reetions. If G is generated by reetions then it is alled a omplex reetion
group. When V is an irreduible representation of G, (V,G) is alled an irreduible pseudo
reetion group. Every pseudo reetion group is isomorphi to diret produt of some
irreduible fators. Isomorphism lass of irreduible pseudo reetion groups are lassied
by Shephard-Todd [25℄. They onsists of a innite family { G(m,p,n) } ( n ≤ 1,m ≤ 2 ,p|m
) and 34 exeptional ones. Like reetion groups, one an assoiate a braid group and a
Heke algebra with every pseudo reetion group as follows.
Let (V,G) be a pseudo reetion group. Let R = {si}i∈I be the set of pseudo reetions
ontained in G. For a pseudo reetion s, the reetion hyperplane Hs is dened as the 1
harateristi spae of s, whih is a odimension 1 subspae of V . Let MG = V −∪s∈RHs be
the omplementary spae of all reetion hyperplanes in V . A theorem of Steinberg says the
ation of G on MG is free. The braid group AGassoiated with G is dened as π1(MG/G).
It's subgroup PG = π1(MG) is alled the pure braid group assoiated with G. There is a
short exat sequene 1→ PG → AG → G→ 1.
As in [2℄[5℄, a Heke algebra HG(λ)an be assoiated with every pseudo reetion group
G, where λ is a set of parameters. The Heke algebra HG(λ) is a quotient algebra of the
group algebra CBG. It's dimensional equals |G|. For generi λ, HG(λ) is a semisimple
algebra whose irreduible representations are in one to one orrespondene with those of G
in a natural way. This orrespondene an be desribed by the following Cherednik type
onnetion.
Suppose the set of reetion hyperplanes of G is {Hv}v∈P and the set of pseudo reetions
in G is R. Dene a map v : R→ P by requesting the reetion hyperplane of s to be Hv(s).
There is a natural ation of G on P indued by the ation of G on the set of reetion
hyperplanes. Now for every reetion hyperplane Hv, hose a linear form fv with kernel
Hv. Dene a losed 1 form on MG as ωv = d log fv. Suppose {µs}s∈R is a set of onstants
satisfying the ondition: µs1 = µs2 if s1 is onjugate to s2.
Proposition 2.1. [5] The formal onnetion ΩG = κ
∑
v∈P(
∑
s∈R,v(s)=v µss)ωv on MG ×
CG is at and G- invariant.
Here for onveniene we use a slightly dierent form of ΩG. Suppose (E, ρ) is a linear
representation of G . By above proposition ρ(ΩG) = κ
∑
v∈P(
∑
s∈R,v(s)=v)µsρ(s)ωv denes
a at onnetion on the bundle MG×E. It an indue a at onnetion Ωρ on the quotient
bundle MG ×G E beause of G invariane of ρ(ΩG). By taking monodromy a family of
representations of BG parameterized by κ, µs's are obtained. It is proved in [5℄ that these
monodromy representations fator through HG(λ) for suitable hoie of λ.
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We give a simple setting for G-invariane of onnetions. Let A be an algebra with unit
1, A× be the set of invertible elements in A, whih form a group under the multipliation.
Let ϕ : G → A× be a morphism of groups. Let ρ : A → End(E) be a representation of A
suh that ρ(1) = idE. Then ϕ ◦ ρ : G→ End(E) is a representation of G, we denote it as ρ.
The group G ats on the bundle E×MG as: g · (v, p) = (ρ(g)(v), g · p), for g ∈ G,v ∈ E,
and p ∈MG. The quotient E×MG/G is a linear bundle on MG/G. And G ats on A×MG
as: g · (x, p) = (ϕ(g)xϕ(g)−1, g · p), for g ∈ G, x ∈ A, and p ∈ MG. Then the quotient
A×MG/G is a bundle of algebras on MG.
Now Let Ω =
∑
i∈P Xiωi be a onnetion on A ×MG, where Xi ∈ A. Then Ωρ =∑
i∈P ρ(Xi)ωi is a onnetion on the bundle E×MG. We have
Proposition 2.2 (G-invariane). The onnetion Ω indue a onnetion on the quotient
bundle if and only if Xw(i) = ϕ(w)Xiϕ(w)
−1
, for any i ∈ P, w ∈ G.
The onnetion Ωρ indue a onnetion on the quotient bundle E×MG if and only
if ρ(Xw(i)) = ρ(w)ρ(Xi)ρ(w)
−1
, for any i ∈ P, w ∈ G.
When Ω and Ωρ are at onnetions, the equation of at setions for Ω is: dF = ΩF,
Where F : MG → A is a setion. The equation of at setions for Ωρ is dΦ = ΩρΦ, where
Φ : MG → E is a setion. Flat setions of these two bundles are onneted as follows. Let
U ⊂ MG be some region, and F : U → A be a loal at setion. Then for any v ∈ E,
F · v : U→ E is a loal at setion on E×MG.
We onsider the monodromy operators when Ω and Ωρ are at. Let π : MG →MG/G
be the quotient map. Chose a base point p0 ∈MG, and hose p0 = π(p0) as the base point
of MG/G. We dene some speial path lasses named generators of monodromy as follows.
This presentation is borrowed from [5].
Let Hv be a reetion hyperplane, q ∈ Hv \
∑
u 6=vHu be a generi point.Let Lv =
im(sv − IdV), whih is a omplex line and we have V = Hv ⊕ Lv. For p ∈ V , we set
p = prv(p) + pr
⊥
v (p) with prv(p) ∈ Hv and pr⊥v (p) ∈ Lv. Thus, we have
sv(p) = e
2π
√
−1
mv pr⊥v (p) + prv(p).
let γ : [0, 1] → V be a path in V starting from p0 and ending at q,suh that γ(t) ∈MG
for t 6= 1. For ǫ ∈ (0, 1], we denote the partial path γ|[0,1−ǫ] : [0, 1 − ǫ] → V as γǫ, and the
point γ(1 − ǫ) as pǫ.
For p ∈ V , we dene a path σv,p from p to sv(p) as follows:
σv,p : [0, 1]→ V, t 7→ e 2π
√
−1t
mv pr⊥v (p) + prv(p).
Denote the omposed path sv(γ
−1
ǫ ) ◦ σv,pǫ ◦ γǫ as σv,γ,ǫ, whih is a path in V from p0
to sv(p0). The image π(σv,γ,ǫ) is a loop in V/G based at p0. It isn't diÆult to see when
ǫ is small enough then the path σv,γ,ǫ is in MG, and π(σv,γ,ǫ) is in MG/G. Moreover if
ǫ is small enough the homotopy lass of π(σv,γ,ǫ) doesn't depend on ǫ, thus determine an
element sv,γ ∈ π1(MG/G, p0). We all this kind of elements in π1(MG/G, p0) as generators
of monodromy.
Now suppose we have at and G-invariant onnetion Ω, We denote the indued at
onnetion on the quotient bundle as
Ω. By taking monodromy we obtain an operator
ψ : π1(MG/G, p0)→ A×. Let ρ : A→ End(E) be a representation of A. We have a at and
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G-invariant onnetion Ωρ on the bundle E×MG, whih indue a at onnetion Ωρ on the
quotient bundle (E×MG)/G. We have the monodromy representation ψρ : π1(MG, p0) →
GL(E). Relationship between these two kind of monnodromy representations an is simply:
ρ(ψ(λ)) = ψρ(λ), for any λ ∈ π1(MG, p0).
Let sv,γ ∈ π1(MG, p0) be a generator of monodromy. The element ψ(sv,γ) ∈ A and
the morphism ψρ(sv,γ) an be desribed as follows. Let ǫ be small enough suh that σv,γ,ǫ
lies in MG and it's homotopy lass is sv,γ. On the bundle of algebras A ×MG, by parallel
transportation along the path σv,γ,ǫ, we obtain a morphism Tγ,ǫ : Ap0 → Asv(p0). Sine when
forming quotient Ap0 is identied with Asv(p0) by the orrespondene a 7→ φ(sv)a, so
ψ(sv,γ) = φ(sv)
−1Tγ,ǫ(1).
Similarly if Tγ,ǫ,ρ : Ep0 → Esv(pv) is parallel transportation of the onnetion Ωρ, we have
ψρ(sv,γ) = ρ(φ(sv))
−1Tγ,ǫ,ρ.
3 Flat connections for BMW algebras
In this setion we dene a at onnetion for BMW algebra Bn(τ, l). Using this onnetion
we an deform any representation of the Brauer algebra Bn(τ) to be a one parameter family
of representations of the braid group Bn, whih will be shown to fator through Bn(τ, l).
We begin with some knowledge for hyperplane arrangements. Let E be a omplex linear
spae. An hyperplane arrangement(or arrangement simply)in E simply means a nite set of
hyperplanes ontained in E .Arrangements arise in many elds of mathematis. For example,
let (V,G) be a pseudo reetion group. Then the set of reetion hyperplanes of G is an
arrangement. We denote it as AG. For an arrangement A = {Hi}i∈I in E letMA = E−∪i∈IHi
be the omplementary spae of all hyperplanes of A. Topology and geometry of MA are the
main topis of arrangement theory.
Let A = {Hi}i∈I be an arrangement in E. An edge of A is dened to be any nonempty
intersetion of elements of A. If L is an edge of A, dene an subarrangement
AL = {Hi ∈ A|L ⊂ Hi} = {Hi}i∈IL .
For every i ∈ I, hose a linear form fi with kernel Hi. Dene an 1 form on MA as
ωi = d log fi. Consider the formal onnetion Ω = κ
∑
i∈I Xiωi. Here Xi are linear operators
to be determined. When we take Xi's as homeomorphisms of some linear spae E, then Ω
is realized as a onnetion on the bundle MA × E. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. [19] The formal onnetion Ω is at if and only if the following ondi-
tions are satised.
For any odimension 2 edge L of A,and for any i ∈ IL, [Xi,
∑
j∈IL Xj] = 0 .
Here [A,B] means AB− BA.
Let E be a n-dimensional Eulidean spae with an orthonormal basis {v1, · · · , vn}. Sup-
pose the orresponding oordinate system is (x1, · · · , xn). For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, denote the
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hyperplane ker(xi−xj) as Hi,j. Let E
C = E⊗RC ∼= C < v1, · · · , vn >. Denote the orrespond-
ing oordinate system as (z1, · · · , zn). There is a natural imbedding j : E → EC. Denote
ker(zi − zj) as H
C
i,j, whih is alled the omplexiation of Hi,j. We dene Yn = E \∪i<jHi,j,
YCn = E
C \ ∪i<jHCi,j. Dene ∆ = {(x1, · · · , xn) ∈ E|x1 < x2 < · · · < xn} whih is alled a
hamber. It isn't hard to see the walls of ∆ are hyperplanes {H1,2, H2,3, · · · , Hn−1,n}. Chose
p ∈ ∆. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, hose pi ∈ Hi,i+1 lying in the losure of ∆ and not lying in any
other Hj,k. We hose path γi : [0, 1] → E for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 satisfying the following
onditions:
γi(0) = p, γi(1) = pi, γi(t) ∈ ∆ for 0 < t < 1.
The symmetri group Sn ats on Y
C
n freely by permuting the oordinates. Denote the
quotient manifold YCn/Sn as X
C
n . Denote the quotient map from Y
C
n to X
C
n as π. We take
j(p), j(p) = π(j(p)) as base point of YCn and X
C
n respetively. Aording to the disussion
in 2.2 , the paths p ◦ γi an be used to dene a element sγi ∈ π1(XCn , j(p)) (generator of
monodromy). The following result an be found in [6℄.
Proposition 3.1. [6] The map σi 7→ sγi extends to an isomorphism Bn → π1(XCn , j(p)).
The following simple will be used later.
Lemma 3.1. In the Brauer algebra Bn(τ), let si,j ∈ Sn ⊂ Bn(τ) be (i, j) permutation.,
let ei,j be as in introdution. we have
(1) ei,jsk,l = sk,lei,j if {i, j} ∩ {k, l} = ∅;
(2) ei,jek,l = ek,lei,j if {i, j} ∩ {k, l} = ∅;
(3) ei,j = ej,i;
(4) ei,jei,k = sj,kei,k = ei,jsj,k ,for any dierent i, j, k;
(5) e2i,j = τei,j , for any i 6= j; (6) si,jej,k = ei,ksi,j.
Proof. They an be heked diretly by using graghs.
For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n− 1, dene ωi,j = d(zi − zj)/(zi − zj). Consider the formal onnetion
Ωn = κ
∑
i<j(si,j − ei,j)ωi,j. We have
Proposition 3.2. The formal onnetion Ωn is at and Sn invariant.
Proof. We ertify Ωn satises onditions of theorem 3.1. For the arrangement An,there
are then following two type of odimension 2 edges
Case 1. L = Hi,j ∩Hk,l, {i, j} ∩ {k, l} = ∅.
Whene AL = {Hi,j, Hk,l}. Now we have sa,bsc,d = sc,dsa,b and ea,bec,d = ec,dea,b if
{a, b} ∩ {c, d} = ∅. They are most easily seen by using graphs. so [si,j − ei,j, sk,l − ek,l] = 0.
Whih gives
[si,j − ei,j, si,j − ei,j + sk,l − ek,l] = 0 = [sk,l − ek,l, si,j − ei,j + sk,l − ek,l].
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Case 2. L = Hi,j ∩Hj,k, where i, j, k are dierent. In this ase AL = {Hi,j, Hj,k, Hi,k},
[si,j − ei,j, si,k − ei,k + sj,k − ej,k]
=[si,j, si,k + sj,k] + (−ei,jsi,k + ei,jej,k) + (si,kei,j − ej,kei,j)
+(−ei,jsj,k + ei,jei,k) + (sj,kei,j − ei,kei,j) + [si,j,−ei,k − ej,k]
=(−ei,jsi,k + ei,jej,k) + (si,kei,j − ej,kei,j)
+(−ei,jsj,k + ei,jei,k) + (sj,kei,j − ei,kei,j) + [si,j,−ei,k − ej,k]
=(−ei,jsi,k + ei,jej,k) + (si,kei,j − ej,kei,j) + (−ei,jsj,k + ei,jei,k)
+(sj,kei,j − ei,kei,j) = 0.
The seond equality is beause si,jsi,k + si,jsj,k = sj,ksi,j + si,ksi,j. For the third equality
use Lemma 3.1, (6). For the fourth equality use lemma 3.1, (4). G-invariane of Ωn is
evident.
Let (E, ρ) be a nite dimensional representation of Bn(m). By proposition 3.1, the
onnetion
ρ( Ωn) = κ
∑
i<j
(ρ(si,j) − ρ(ei,j))ωi,j
indue a at onnetion on the bundle Yn ×Sn E, whih is a linear bundle on Xn. So by
taking monodromy we obtain representations of the braid group Bn. We have
Theorem 3.2. The monodromy representations of Bn onstruted above fator through
Bn(τ, l), for τ =
q1−m−qm−1+q−1−q
q−1−q
, l = qm−1. Where q = exp κπ
√
−1.
Proof. We rst prove this theorem in ase of n = 2, 3. The ases for n ≥ 4 an be
redued to ases for n = 2, 3 by a result in loal theory of meromorphi onnetions.
Case 1. (n = 2) The Brauer algebra B2(m) is 3 dimensional, with a basis {1, s, e}, submit
to relations e2 = me, se = es = e, s2 = 1. where 1 means the unit. Idempotents of this
algebra are
ε0 =
e
m
, ε1 =
1 − s
2
, ε2 =
1+ s
2
−
e
m
.
In this ase the relevant reetion group is the symmetri group (S2,C), the only ree-
tion hyperplane is 0 ∈ C. The omplementary spae is C×. Let p0 = 1 ∈ C× be a base
point. Dene
σ : [0, 1]→ C×, t 7→ etπ
√
−1
whih is a path from 1 to −1 = s(1). Let π : C× → C×/S2 be the quotient map. Then the
loop π(σ) represent a generator of π1(C
×/S2, p0) ∼= Z, whih is denoted as sσ.
The at onnetion is Ω = κ(s − e)dz/z. Let F be a setion of the bundle of algebras
C×× B2(m), whih an be presented as F = F0ε0 + F1ε1 + F2ε2. Where Fi's are funtions on
C×. F is a at onnetion when dF = ΩF. It an be written as:
dF0
dz
=
κ(1 −m)
z
F0,
dF1
dz
=
−κ
z
F1,
dF2
dz
=
κ
z
F2.
The solution of this equation is F(z) = zκ(1−m)c0εo + z
−κc1ε1 + z
κc2ε2. where ci are
onstants. Chose 1 ∈ C× as the base point. If we request the initial ondition F(1) = 1,
then c0 = c1 = c2 = 1. Through parallel transportation along the path σ, 1 is orresponded
to the element Tσ(1) = e
κ(1−m)π
√
−1εo + e
−κπ
√
−1ε1 + e
κπ
√
−1ε2.
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Let ψ : π1(C
×/S2, p0)→ B2(m)× be the monodromy morphism. We have
ψ(sσ) = s
−1Tσ(1) = e
κ(1−m)π
√
−1εo − e
−κπ
√
−1ε1 + e
κπ
√
−1ε2.
Sine εi's are idempotents, and
∑2
i=0 εi = 1 and εiεj = 0 for i 6= j, so we have
(ψ(sσ) − e
κ(1−m)π
√
−1)(ψ(sσ) + e
−κπ
√
−1)(ψ(sσ) − e
κπ
√
−1) = 0.
By denition the BMW algebra B2(τ, l) is 3 dimensional with a basis {1, X, E} submitting
to the relations
XE = l−1E = EX, E2 = τE, l(X2 + JX− 1) = JE.
where J = l−l
−1
1−τ .
Let q = eκπ
√
−1
, l = eκ(m−1)π
√
−1
and α = q−1−q, τ = l
−1−l+α
α =
q1−m−qm−1+q−1−q
q−1−q
From
theorem 4.1, we see ψ fator through ι : π1(C
×/S2, p0)→ B2(τ, l) beause if we set
X = ψ(sσ), E =
l
q−1 − q
(ψ(sσ)
2 + (q−1 − q)ψ(sσ) − 1),
then all relations for BMW algebras are satised.
Case 2. n = 3. We only onsider those B3(m)'s whih are semisimple. We prove for
any nite dimensional representation ρ : B3(m) → End(E), the monodromy representation
of ρ( Ω3) : B3 → Aut(E) fator through ι : B3 → B3(τ, l), where τ, l are dened as in ase 1.
For this aim we only need to onsider the ases when ρ is an irreduible representation. It
isn't hard to see that B3(m) has 4 indierent irreduible representations as follows:
ρ1: E = C < v >. siv = v for any i; eiv = 0 for any i.
ρ2: E = C < v >. siv = −v for any i; eiv = 0 for any i.
ρ3: E = C < v1, v2 >. eivj = 0 for any i, j. The ations of si's make E beoming the
anonial representation of S3.
ρ4: E = C < v1,2, v2,3, v1,3 >. si,jvi,j = vi,j. For i > j, we set vi,j = vj,i and si,j = sj,i. For
dierent i, j, k, si,jvj,k = vi,k. ei,jvi,j = mvi,j. For dierent i, j, k, ei,jvj,k = vi,j.
In the ase of ρi, let ψi : π1(X
C
n ,
j(p)) → Aut(E) be the monodromy representation of
the onnetion ρi( Ω3). For k = 1, 2, we set Xk = ψi(sγk) and Ek =
l
q−1−q
(ψ(sσk)
2 + (q−1 −
q)ψ(sσk) − 1).
In the ase of ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, the elements ei's at as 0, so the onnetion ρi( Ω3) in fat
degenerates to the at onnetion for Heke algebras. It is readily to hek in these ases
ψ(sσk)
2 + (q−1 − q)ψ(sσk) − 1 = 0. So Ek = 0 in these ases.
In the ase of ρ4, we notie this is nothing but the innisimal Krammer representation
dened by Marin. This ase is proved by using theorem 4.1 in [21].
4 Generalized Lawrence-Krammer Representations
Let V be a n-dimensional omplex linear spae. Let G ⊂ GL(V) be a nite reetion group.
Let R be the set of reetions in G. For eah s ∈ R, denote the reetion hyperplane of
s,namely the subspae Ker(s−1) as Hs. Let MG = V\
⋃
s∈RHs be the omplementary spae
of all reetion hyperplanes.
The generalized LK representations of BG of Marin are desribed by ertain at onne-
tions as follows. First, for every Hs, let αs be a nonzero linear form with kernel Hs. Let
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ωs = dαs/αs, whih is a losed,holomorphi 1-form on MG. Then let VG = C〈vs〉s∈R be a
omplex linear spae with a basis indexed by R. For every pair of elements s, u ∈ R, dene
a nonnegative integer α(s, u) = #{r ∈ R|rur = s}. Chose a onstant m ∈ C. For any s ∈ R,
dene a linear operator ts ∈ GL(VG) as follows:
ts · vs = mvs, ts · vu = vsus − α(s, u)vs for s 6= u.
Chose another onstant k ∈ C. Dene a onnetion ΩK =
∑
s∈R k · tsωs on the trivial
bundle VG ×MG.
Theorem and Definition ([22℄) The onnetion ΩK is at and G-invariant. So it
indue a at onnetion
ΩK on the quotient bundle (VG ×MG)/G. The generalized LK
representation for BG is dened as the monodromy representation of ΩK.
We denote the generalized Krammer representation as (V, ρκ,m). When (G,V) is the
reetion group WΓ of ADE type, they were rst onstruted in [9] by Cohen, Wales and
by Digne in [13]. They are proved to fator through BMW algebras in [10].
Theorem 4.1. [21] The generalized Krammer representation (V, ρκ,m)fator through
the generalized BMW algebra BΓ (τ, l) with τ =
qm−q−m+q−1−q
q−1−q
and l = q−m. Where
q = eκπ
√
−1
.
For later onveniene we hange notations slightly. For s ∈ R, we dene ps : VG → VG
by
ps(vs) = (1 −ms)vs, ps(vu) = α(s, u)vs for u 6= s.
We also dene ι : G → Aut(VG) by ι(w)(vs) = vwuw−1. Then ps is a projetor to the
omplex line Cvs. And Marin's at onnetion ΩK is written as
∑
s∈R k · (ι(s) − ps)ωs.
Now we let V be a n-dimensional omplex linear spae. Now let G ⊂ GL(V) be a nite
pseudo reetion group(not only reetion group). Let R be the set of pseudo reetions
in G. For s ∈ R, let Hs be the hyperplane xed by s. Let A = {Hi}i∈P be the arrangement
of reetion hyperplanes of G. Dene VG = C < vi >i∈P. Sine w(Hv) is annother ree-
tion hyperplane for any w ∈ G and v ∈ P, there is an ation of G on P whih indue a
representation ι : G→ Aut(VG). We also dene w(i) by Hw(i) = w(Hv).
For i ∈ P, let pi : VG → VG be a projetor to Cvi whih is written as:
pi(vi) = mivi, pi(vj) = αi,jvi.
As in Setion 2.2 let {µs}s∈R be a set of onstants suh that: µs1 = µs2 if s1 is onjugate
to s2 in G. Dene a funtion v : R→ P suh that Hv(s) is the reetion hyperplane of s for
any s ∈ R.
Consider a onnetion ΩLK on the trivial bundle VG ×MG whih have the form
κ
∑
v∈P
(
∑
s:v(s)=v
µsι(s) − pv)ωv.
The following theorem generalize Marin's onstrution to psuedo reetion groups and
with more parameters in some ases.
Theorem 4.2. The onnetion ΩLK is at and G invariant if and only if the the
following onditions are satised:
(1) mi = mj if there is w ∈ G suh that ι(w)(vi) = vj.
(2) αi,j =
∑
s:ι(s)(vj)=vi
µs.
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Proof. Suppose ΩLK is a at, G invariant onnetion. Let w ∈ G,
w∗(ΩLK) =
∑
i∈I
(
∑
s:i(s)=i
µsι(w)ι(s)ι(w)
−1 + ιwpiι
−1
w )ωw(i).
The onnetion ΩLK being G invariant means: for any w ∈ G, w∗(ΩLK) = ΩLK. Beause
{ωi}i∈I onstitute a basis of H1DR(MG,C), so it is equivalent to ιwpiι
−1
w = pw(i), whih is
equivalent to: mi = mw(i).
Let L be any odimension 2 edge of the arrangement A. Let Hi1 , · · · , HiN be all the
hyperplanes in A ontaining L. The ondition of Ω being at is written as :
[
∑
s:i(s)=ia
µsρ(s) − pia ,
N∑
v=1
(
∑
s:i(s)=iv
µsρ(s) − piv)] = 0.
for 1 ≤ a ≤ N. We disuss the ase a = 1 rst. Sine Ω0 is a at onnetion, it is
equivalent to:
[pi1 ,
N∑
v=1
(
∑
s:i(s)=iv
µsι(s)piv)] + [
∑
s:i(s)=i1
µsι(s),
N∑
v=1
piv)] = 0.
Now for those s suh that i(s) = i1 we have {s(i1), · · · , s(iN)} = {i1, · · · , iN}. So we have:
[
∑
s:i(s)=i1
µsι(s),
N∑
v=1
piv)] =
∑
s:i(s)=i
µs
N∑
v=1
(ι(s)piv − pivι(s))
=
∑
s:i(s)=i
µs
N∑
v=1
(ps(iv)ι(s) − pivι(s))
= 0.
(1)
So the identity (2) is equivalent to:
[pi1 ,
N∑
v=1
(
∑
s:i(s)=iv
µsι(s) + piv)] =
N∑
v=2
∑
s:i(s)=iv
[pi1 , (
∑
s:i(s)=iv
µsι(s) + piv)]
= 0.
(2)
This is beause [pi1 , s] = 0 if i(s) = i1. After splitting the Lie braket in equation (2),
the sum of all those terms mapping to Cviu is piupi1 −
∑
s:s(vi1 )=viu
µsι(s)pi1 . It must be 0.
Chose s0 suh that s0(vi1) = viu , then e have piupi1 = αiu,i1ι(s0)pi1 . More over, for any s
suh that s(vi1) = viu we have ι(s)pi1 = ι(s0)pi1 . Put these identities in equation (2), we
get
(αiu,i1 −
∑
s:s(vi1 )=viu
µs)ι(s0)pi1 = 0.
So we have αiu,i1 =
∑
s:s(vi1 )=viu
µs.
Now suppose onditions is satised, by the same arguments we only need to prove above
equation (4) to show Ω is at. The onditions (2) implies
pipj =
∑
s:s(j)=i
µsι(s)pj, for any i 6= j. (3)
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It also implies
pipj =
∑
s:s(j)=i
µspiι(s), for any i 6= j. (4)
sine ι(s)pj = ι(s)pjι(s)
−1ι(s) = piι(s) for those s suh that s(j) = i. Now the right hand
side of equation (4) an be written as
N∑
v=2
(pi1piv −
∑
s:s(iv)=i1
µspi1ι(s)) +
N∑
v=2
(pivpi1 −
∑
s:s(iv)=i1
µsι(s)piv).
So the equation (2) is true by using identities (3),(4). The G invariane of the onnetion
isn't hard to see.
Remark In the onnetion ΩLK if make µs = κ for all s and mi = m for all i then
we obtain Marin's onnetion. Above theorem give another proof that the onnetion is
at. It explains why the numbers αi,j will appear in Marin's onstrution, also show the
LK representation is unique in some sense. We an dene and desribe the generalized LK
representation as follows.
Definition 4.1 (Generalized LK representation for all omplex braid groups). Following
notations introdued above. Sine ΩLK is G-invariant, it indues a at onnetion
ΩLK on the quotient bundle VG×GMG. the generalized Krammer representation of the
braid group AG is dened as the monodromy representation of ΩLK.
5 Generalization of Brauer Algebras
5.1 Definition and Main Properties
Let (V,G) be any nite pseudo reetion group. Denote the set of pseudo reetions in G
as R, and let A = {Hi}i∈P be the set of reetion hyperplanes. For i, j ∈ P, Let R(i, j) = {s ∈
R | s(Hj) = Hi }. Fori ∈ P, as in 2.2 let Gi be the subgroup of G onsisting of elements that
xing all points in Hi, let mi = |Gi|, and let si be the unique element in Gi with exeptional
eigenvalue e
2π
√
−1
mi
. we write s1 ∼ s2 for s1, s2 ∈ R if they are in the same onjugay lass,
and write i ∼ j for i, j ∈ P if w(i) = j for some w ∈ G. Chose µs ∈ C for every s ∈ R and
mi ∈ C for every i ∈ P suh that
µs1 = µs2 if s1 ∼ s2,mi = mj if i ∼ j.
The data {µs,mi}s∈R,i∈P will be denoted by one symbol Υ. We dene an algebra BG(Υ)
as follows.
Definition 5.1. The algebra BG(Υ) assoiated with pseudo reetion group (V,G) is
generated by { w}w∈G ∪ {ei}i∈P, submitting to the following relations.
(0) w1 w2 = w3 if w1w2 = w3;
(1) siei = eisi = ei, for i ∈ P; si ∈ G is any pseudo reetion with reetion hyper-
plane Hi.
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(2) e2i = miei ;
(3) wej = ei w , if w ∈ G satises w(Hj) = Hi;
(4) eiej = ejei, if { k ∈ P| Hk ⊃ Hi ∩Hj} = {i, j} ;
(5) eiej = (
∑
s∈R(i,j) µss)ej , if {k ∈ P|Hk ⊃ Hi ∩Hj} 6= {i, j}, and R(i, j) 6= ∅.
(6) eiej = 0, if {k ∈ I|Hk ⊃ Hi ∩Hj} 6= {i, j} and R(i, j) = ∅.
Remark 5.1. Relation (0) is nothing but letting CG be imbedded in BG(Υ). Relation
(3) along with relation (5) implies eiej = ei(
∑
s∈R(i,j) µss).
When (G,V) is a omplex reetion group, there is a bijetion from R to A: s 7→ Hs.
So we an use R as the indies set of reetion hyperplanes, and A = {Hs}s∈R. In these
ases, for s1, s2 ∈ R, R(s1, s2) = {s ∈ R|s(Hs2 ) = Hs1 } = {s ∈ R|ss2s = s1}.
When G is a innite Coxeter group, by using geometri representation of G above
denition still make sense. BG(Υ) for those ases an also be dened by a anonial
presentation as shown in setion 5.3.
First we have
Theorem 5.1. BG(Υ) is a nite dimensional algebra. And w 7→ w for w ∈ G indue
an injetion j : CG→ BG(Υ).
Proof. First by using relation (3), we an identify any word made from the set {w ∈
G}
∐
{ei}i∈P to a word of the form wei1ei2 · · · eik where w ∈ G. We all ei1ei2 · · · eik as the
'e-tail' of the word wei1ei2 · · · eik . Then if two neighboring eiv and eiv+1 don't ommute
with eah other, then onditions in (5) are satised as an be seen in the next lemma.
Lemma 5.1. If two pseudo reetion s1 and s2 don't ommute with eah other, suppose
the reetion hyperplane of s1(s2) is Hi1(Hi2), then {i1, i2} ( {k ∈ P|Hk ⊇ Hi1 ∩Hi2 }.
Proof. We suppose {i1, i2} = {k ∈ P|Hk ⊇ Hi1 ∩ Hi2 }. Let L = Hi1 ∩ Hi2 , and < , > being
a G-invariant inner produt on V . Chose vk ∈ Hik suh that vk ⊥ L aording to < , >
for k = 1, 2. Suppose {v3, · · · , vN} is a basis of L, then {v1, v2, · · · , vN} is a basis of V . Now
sine s1(Hi2) is another reetion hyperplane ontaining L and s1(Hi2) 6= Hi1 , so we have
s1(Hi2) = Hi2 , whih implies s1 an be presented as a diagonal matrix aording to the
basis {v1, · · · , vN}. Similarly s2 an be presented by a diagonal matrix aording to the
same basis. So s1s2 = s2s1 whih is a ontradition.
The rst statement follows from the next lemma.
Lemma 5.2. The algebra BG(Υ) is spanned by the set
{w ∈ Gm}
∐
{wei1 · · · eiM |w ∈ G, eiueiv = eiveiu ; iv 6= iu if u 6= v ;M ≥ 1}
Proof. Let A be the spae in BG(Υ) spanned by elements listed in the lemma. By ap-
plying (2) in denition 5.1, we see the algebra is spanned by elements having the form
x = wei1 · · · eiK where w ∈ Gm. For onveniene we all ei1 · · · eiK as the e-tail of the word
x, and K as the length of it's e-tail. We prove that every suh element belongs to A by
indution on the length of their e-tails K. First this is true if K = 1. Suppose it is true for
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K ≤ M. Now suppose x = wei1 · · · eiK suh that K = M + 1. If there are two neighboring
eiv , eiv+1 don't ommute, then lemma 5.1 enable us to apply (5) or (6) in denition 5.1 to
identify x with a linear sum of words whose e-tail length are smaller than M+ 1. Suppose
all eiv 's in x ommute with eah other, if there are v1, v2 suh that iv1 = iv2 , we use trans-
positions between eiv 's to identify x with a word y = wej1 · · · ejM+1 suh that j1 = j2. So
x = y = mj1wej2 · · · ejM+1 . If all eiv 's ommute and all iv's are dierent then x ∈ A, and
indution is ompleted.
For the seond statement, it isn't hard to see the following map
s 7→ s, for s ∈ R; ei 7→ 0, for i ∈ P
extends to a surjetion π : BG(Υ)→ CG, and π ◦ j = id. So j is injetive.
This ompletes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
By Theorem 5.1, CG is naturally embedded in BG(Υ). From now on we will denote w
in BG(Υ) simply as w.
The next lemma redue one parameter in BG(Υ).
Lemma 5.3. For λ ∈ C×, Let µ′s = λµs for s ∈ R, and Let m′i = λmi for i ∈ P. Let
Υ′ = {µ′s,m
′
i}s∈R,i∈P, then BG(Υ
′) ∼= BG(Υ).
Proof. Denote the generators of BG(Υ
′) appeared in Denition 5.1 as Sα's and Ei's . Then
Sα 7→ sα, Ei 7→ ei for α ∈ Φ, and i ∈ P
extend to an isomorphism from BG(Υ
′) to BG(Υ).
The following lemma an be found in [22℄.
Lemma 5.4. For two dierent hyperplane Hi, Hj ∈ A, If s ∈ R satises s(Hj) = Hi,
then s x all points in Hi ∩Hj.
Proof. Let < , > be a G invariant, positive denite Hermitian form on V . Let ǫ be the
exeptional eigenvalue of s, and let α be an eigenvalue of s with eigenvalue ǫ. Let αi, αj be
some nonzero vetor perpendiular to Hi, Hj respetively. Then α ⊥ Hs. The ation of s an
be written as s(v) = v−(1−ǫ) <v,α>
<α,α>
α. Now s(Hj) = Hi implies s(αj) = αj−(1−ǫ)
<αj,α>
<α,α>
α =
λαi for some λ 6= 0. Denote (1 − ǫ)<αj,α><α,α> as κ. The ondition that Hi is dierent from Hj
implies κ 6= 0. So we have α = 1
κ
(αj − λαi) ⊥ Hi ∩Hj, and s x all points in Hi ∩Hj.
There is a natural anti-involution on BG(Υ) whih may be used to onstrut a ellular
struture.
Lemma 5.5. The orrespondene
w 7→ w−1 for w ∈ G ⊂ BG(Υ), ei 7→ ei for all i ∈ P
extends to an anti-involution ∗ of BG(Υ) if µs = µs−1 for any s ∈ R.
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Proof. We only need to ertify ∗ keep all relations in denition 5.1. As an example for
relation (5), on the one hand ∗(eiej) = ejei, on the other hand ∗[(
∑
s∈R(i,j) µss)ej] =
ej(
∑
s∈R(i,j) µss
−1) = (
∑
s∈R(i,j) µss
−1)ei = (
∑
s∈R(j,i) µs−1s)ei = (
∑
s∈R(j,i) µss)ei.
Next we onstrut some onnetions for BG(Υ). Suppose ρ : BG(Υ)→ End(E) is a nite
dimensional representation. On the vetor bundle E×MG, we dene a onnetion
Ωρ = κ
∑
i∈P
(
∑
s:i(s)=i
µsρ(s) − ρ(ei))ωi
where κ ∈ C. Let G ats on E × MG as w · (v, x) = (ρ(w)v,wx) for w ∈ G and
(v, x) ∈ E×MG. Then we have
Proposition 5.1. The onnetion Ωρ is at and G-invariant.
Proof. It is enough to deal with the ase κ = 1. The onnetion Ωρ is G-invariant if and
only if for any w ∈ G,
∑
i∈P
(
∑
s:i(s)=i
µsρ(w)ρ(s)ρ(w)
−1 − ρ(w)ρ(ei)ρ(w)
−1)ωw(i) =
∑
i∈P
(
∑
s:i(s)=i
µsρ(s) − ρ(ei))ωi. (5)
By denition 5.1 (3), we have ρ(w)ρ(ei)ρ(w)
−1 = ρ(weiw
−1) = ρ(ew(i)). And {wsw
−1|i(s) =
i} = {s|i(s) = w(i)}, so identity (7) follows.
Let L be any odimension 2 edge for the arrangement A, and let Hi1 , · · · , HiN be all the
hyperplanes in A ontaining L. By theorem 3.1, to prove Ωρ is at we need to show for any
u
[
∑
s:i(s)=iu
µsρ(s) − ρ(eiu),
N∑
v=1
(
∑
s:i(s)=iv
µsρ(s) − ρ(eiv))] = 0. (6)
Now remember the onnetion κ
∑
i∈P(
∑
s:i(s)=i µsρ(s)ωi) is at by proposition 2.1, so
(8) is equivalent to
− [
∑
s:i(s)=iu
µsρ(s),
N∑
v=1
ρ(eiv)] − [ρ(eiu),
N∑
v=1
(
∑
s:i(s)=iv
µsρ(s) − ρ(eiv))] = 0 (7)
Beause for any s suh that i(s) = iu, there is {s(Hi1), · · · , s(Hin)} = {Hi1 , · · · , HiN}, so
ρ(s)
N∑
v=1
ρ(eiv) −
N∑
v=1
ρ(eiv)ρ(s) = (ρ(s)
N∑
v=1
ρ(eiv)ρ(s)
−1 −
N∑
v=1
ρ(eiv))ρ(s)
= (
N∑
v=1
ρ(es(iv)) −
N∑
i=1
eiv) = 0
(8)
So (9) is equivalent to
[ρ(eiu),
N∑
v=1
(
∑
s:i(s)=iv
µsρ(s) − ρ(eiv))] = 0. (9)
We dene I1 = {1 ≤ v ≤ N|s(iv) = iu, for some s ∈ R}, and I2 = {1 ≤ v ≤ N|s(iv) 6=
iu, for any s ∈ R}. There is {1, 2, · · · ,N} = I1
∐
I2.
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[ρ(eiu),
N∑
v=1
(
∑
s:i(s)=iv
µsρ(s) − ρ(eiv))] = −
∑
v∈I1
(eiueiv −
∑
s:s(iv)=iu
µseiuρ(s))
+
∑
v∈I1
(eiveiu −
∑
s:s(iu)=iv
µsρ(s)eiu)
+
∑
v∈I2
(eiueiv − eiveiu)
= 0.
(10)
Where we used relation (5),(6),(8) in denition 5.1.
Remark 5.2. Using notations in setion 4, it is diret to hek the map w 7→ ι(w),
ei 7→ pi dene a representation BG(Υ) → gl(VG). So from BG(Υ) we an obtain the
generalized Lawrene-Krammer representation.
5.2 Low rank cases
In this subsetion we study the algebra BG(Υ) when G is a dihedral group, namely a ree-
tion group of type I2(m)(m ≥ 2). These ases are relatively simple but fundamental. We
prove BG(Υ) has a ellular struture and be semisimple for generi parameters.
Denote the dihedral group of type I2(m) as Gm.
The arrangement of its reetion hyperplanes an be explained with the following graph.
H0
H1
H
2
H3
H4
H
5
m=6
There are m lines(hyperplanes) passing the origin. The angle between every two neigh-
boring line is π/m. Suppose the x-axis is one of the reetion lines and denote it as H0,
we denote these lines by H0, H1, · · · , Hm−1 in anti-lokwise order as shown in above graph.
Denote the reetion by Hi as si. The set of reetions in Gm is R = {si}0≤i≤m−1. It is well
known that Gm is generated by s0, s1 with the following presentation
< s0 , s1, |(s0s1)
m = 1, s20 = s
2
1 = 1 > .
Under this presentation, si an be determined indutively in the following way. s1 = s1,
s2 = s1s0s1 and si = si−1si−2si−1. By [sisj · · · ]k we denote the unique word starting with
sisj, in whih si and sj appear alternatively, and whose length is k. The word [· · · s0s1]k is
dened similarly. Then si = [s1s0 · · · ]2i−1, and sm = [s1s0 · · · ]2m−1 = s0.
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For k ∈ Z, let [k] be the unique number in {0, 1, · · · ,m− 1} suh that k ≡ [k]mod(mZ).
It turns out the struture of BGm(Υ) when m is odd is rather dierent from when m is even.
BGm(Υ) with m being odd. For 0 ≤ j < i ≤ m − 1, a number k(i, j) is dened as
follows. When i−j is even, let k(i, j) = (i+j)/2; when i−j is odd, let k(i, j) = [(m+i+j)/2].
Then we have R(i, j) = {k(i, j)} for any 0 ≤ j < i ≤ m− 1.
For si ∈ R, we denote µsi , τsi by µi, τi simply. Sine all reetions lie in the same
onjugay lass, so all µi's equal some µ and all τi's equal some τ. For later use we translate
Denition 5.1 in these ases as follows.
Definition 5.2. The algebra BGm(Υ) is generated by s0, s1; e0, e1, · · · , em−1
with relations:
(1) s20 = s
2
1 = 1.
(2) (s0s1)
m = 1.
(3) siei = eisi = ei, for 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1. Where si = [s1s0 · · · ]2i−1.
(4) wei = ejw, for a word w omposed by s0, s1 suh that wsi = sjw is an onsequene
of relations (1) and (2).
(5) e2i = τei, for 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1.
(6) eiej = sk(i,j)ej = eisk(i,j) for any i 6= j.
As lemma 5.2 shows, the algebra BGm(Υ) is spanned by the set Tm = Gm
∐
{wei|w ∈
Gm, 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1}. Beause of above relation (3), |{wei|w ∈ Gm}| doesn't exeed the
number of left osets of {1, si} in Gm whih equal m. So
dimBGm(Υ) ≤ |Tm| ≤ 2m +m2.
We want to show dimBGm(Υ) ≥ 2m + m2. Let π : BGm(Υ) → CGm be the natural
projetion. Let (Vi, ρi) (1 ≤ i ≤ K) be all irreduible representations of Gm. Through π,
every (Vi, ρi) indue a irreduible representation of BGm(Υ) whih is denoted by (Vi, ρi).
Then obviously ρi isn't equivalent to ρj if i 6= j. Beside of these indued representations,
BGm(Υ) has one more representation oming from Marin's generalized LK representations.
Let VGm be an vetor spae with basis {v0, · · · , vm−1}. Dene a representation (VGm , ρ) of
Gm by setting ρ(w)(vi) = vw(i), where w(i) is determined by wsiw
−1 = sw(i). For every i,
dene a projetion pi ∈ End(VGm) as
pi(vi) = τvi; pi(vj) = αi,jvi for j 6= i,
where αi,j = #{k|sksjsk = si}. In present ases αi,j = 1 for any i 6= j.
Lemma 5.6. The map w 7→ ρ(w), for w ∈ Gm, ei 7→ pi extends to a representation
ρKr : BGm(Υ)→ End(VGm).
Proof. This an be proved by diretly heking relations.
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It isn't hard to see that every vi is a generator of the representation (VGm , ρKr). Now
for 0 6= v = ∑aivi ∈ VGn , pi(v) = (
∑
j 6=i aj + τai)vi. We see if τ 6= 1, there exists some i
suh that pi(v) 6= 0. So we have proved
Lemma 5.7. The representation ρkr is irreduible if τ 6= 1.
When τ 6= 1, the algebra BGm(Υ) have another irreduible representation ρKr whose
dimension is m. ρKr isn't isomorphi to any ρi beause ρKr(ej) 6= 0 but ρi(ej) = 0. By
Wedderburn-Artin theorem,
dimBGm(Υ) ≥
K∑
i=1
dimρ2i + dimρ
2
Kr = 2m +m
2.
We have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose τ 6= 1. The set Tm is a basis of BGm(Υ). In partiular
dimBGm(Υ) = 2m +m
2
. BGm(Υ) is a semisimple algebra.
It is known there is a ellular struture (Λ,M,C, ∗) on CGm. The ellular struture
( Λ, M, C, ∗) of BGm(Υ) is as follows.
• Λ = Λ∐{λKr}.We keep the original partial order in Λ, and for any λ ∈ Λ, let λKr ≺ λ.
• For λ ∈ Λ, M(λ) = M(λ). M(λKr) = {0, 1, · · · ,m− 1}.
• For λ ∈ Λ, and S, T ∈ M(λ) CλS,T = CλS,T . For i, j ∈ M(λKr) = {0, 1, · · · ,m − 1},
CλKri,j = wej, suh that w(j) = i. It is well-dened beause w and wsj are the only elements
in Gm satisfying w
′(j) = i. But wsjej = wej.
• Dene ∗ be the involution as dened in Lemma 5.5
It isn't hard to prove
Theorem 5.3. Above ( Λ, M, C, ∗) is a ellular struture for BGm(Υ).
BGm(Υ) with m being even. The following fats are true. For 0 ≤ j < i ≤ m − 1,
• if i − j is even, let k(i, j) = (i + j)/2, k(i, j)′ = [(i + j +m)/2], then {k|sksjsk = si} =
{k(i, j), k(i, j)′}.
• if i− j is odd, then {k|sksjsk = si} = ∅.
The set R of reetions in Gm onsists of two onjugay lasses. R = R0
∐
R1, where
R0 = {s0, s2, · · · , sm−2} and R1 = {s1, s3, · · · , sm−1}. In the datum Υ, for onveniene we
denote µsi as µi, and τsi as τi. We have: µi = µ0 , τi = τ0 if i is even; µi = µ1, τi = τ1 if i is
odd. So the datum Υ onsists of 4 parameters µ0, µ1, τ0, τ1. An expliit form of Denition
5.1 in these ases is as follows.
Definition 5.3. The algebra BGm(Υ) is generated by s0, s1; e0, e1, · · · , em−1
with the following relations.
(1) s20 = s
2
1 = 1.
(2) (s0s1)
m = 1.
(3) siei = eisi for all i. Where si = [s1s0 · · · ]2i−1.
(4) weiw
−1 = ej if wsiw
−1 = sj, for w ∈ G.
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(5) e2i = τ0ei if i is even, and e
2
i = τ1ei if i is odd.
(6) eiej = 0 if i− j is odd.
(7) eiej = (µk(i,j)sk(i,j) + µk(i,j)′sk(i,j)′)ej if i− j is even.
Still by lemma 5.2, the algebra BGm(Υ) is spanned by the subset Tm = Gm
∐
{wei|w ∈
Gm, 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1}. Relation (3) above implies that for every i, |{wei|w ∈ Gm}| ≤
|Gm/{1, si}| = m. So we have
dimBGm(Υ) ≤ |Tm| ≤ 2m +m ·m = 4l + 4l2.
We use Wedderburn-Artin theorem again to show that for generi Υ, dimBGm(Υ) ≥ 4l+4l2.
Let π : BGm(Υ)→ CGm be the natural projetion sending all ei's to 0. Through π, every
irreduible representation of Gm indue an irreduible representation of BGm(Υ). Besides of
these indued representations we have four more dierent representations desribed as fol-
lows. Two of them are the innitesimal version of the generalized Krammer representation.
Let's write down the at onnetion for the generalized Krammer representation in present
ase. The relevant spae is VGm = C < v0, · · · , vm−1 >. The ation ρ of Gm on VGm is
ρ(w)(vi) = vj, if wsiw
−1 = sj for w ∈ Gm .
For every 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, we dene a projetor pi ∈ End(VGm) as follows. For n ∈ Z
dene ǫ(n) = 0 if n is even, ǫ(n) = 1 if n is odd.
pi(vi) = τ0vi if i is even; pi(vi) = τ1vi if i is odd.
pi(vj) = (µǫ([ i+j
2
])
+ µ
ǫ([ i+j
2
+l])
)vi if i− j is even.
pi(vj) = 0 if i− j is odd.
It isn't hard to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.8. (1)The map w 7→ ρ(w) for w ∈ Gm; ei 7→ pi for 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 extends to
a representation Kr : BGm(Υ)→ End(VGm).
(2) Let V0Gm = C〈v2i〉0≤i≤l−1, and V1Gm = C〈v2i+1〉0≤i≤l−1. Then VGm = V0Gm ⊕ V1Gm is a
deomposition as BGm(Υ) representations. We denote the subrepresentation on V
0
Gm
as Kr0, and the subrepresentation on V1Gm as Kr
1
.
Dene two matrix M0 = (m0i,j)l×l and M
1 = (m1i,j)l×l whose entries are determined by
p2(i−1)(v2(j−1)) = m
0
i,j(v2(i−1)) and p2i−1(v2j−1) = m
1
i,jv2i−1.
Lemma 5.9. If DetM0 6= 0 (DetM1 6= 0), then Kr0 (Kr1) are dierent irreduible
representations of BGm(Υ). Both of them are dierent from those representations
indued from π.
Proof. For Kr0, rst every vetor v2i is a generator of the representation sine Gm ats on
the {v2i}0≤i≤l−1 transitively. Then for any nonzero vetor v = Σ0≤i≤l−1αiv2i in V0Gm , beause
DetM0 6= 0 so there is some 0 ≤ i ≤ l−1 suh that p2i(v) = λv2i 6= 0. So all nonzero vetors
are generators and Kr0 is irreduible. The ase of Kr1 an be proved similarly. Beause in
Kr0 those elements p2i−1 's at as zero but in Kr
1
they don't, so Kr0 isn't isomorphi to Kr
1
.
In those representations indued from π, all the elements pi's at as zero. So both Kr
0
and
Kr1 are dierent from them.
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There are two more representations K0 and K1 as follows. They arise from the left ideal
generated by (sle0 − e0) and the left ideal generated by (sl+1e1 − e1) respetively.
We equip an invariant Eulidean metri with V ∼= R2 on whih Gm ats. Then for every
0 ≤ i ≤ 2l − 1, we hose a unit vetor vi perpendiular to Hi, let Φ = {±vi}0≤i≤2l−1. The
set Φ is something like a root system.
Let WGm be a omplex linear spae with a basis {wi}0≤i≤2l−1. For 0 ≤ i ≤ 2l− 1, dene
si ∈ End(WGm) as follows.
si(wj) = ǫ
i
j,kwk, if si(v[j+l]) = ǫ
i
j,kv[k+l].
Lemma 5.10. The orrespondene si 7→ si for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2l−1 extends to a representation
of Gm.
Proof. The identity si(v[j+l]) = ǫ
i
j,kv[k+l] implies ǫ
i
j,k = ǫ
i
k,j, so si
2 = id. And sine
for every pair of 0 ≤ i, j ≤ m − 1, and every 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1, (sisj)mi,j(vk) = vk, so
(sisj)
mi,j(wk) = wk. It follows (sisj)
mi,j = id. So the representation is well dened.
For every 0 ≤ l ≤ 2l − 1, we dene pi ∈ End(WGm) as follows.
pi(wj) = 0 if 2 ∤ i− j.
p2i(v2j) = (µi+jǫ
i+j
2j,2i + µ[i+j+l]ǫ
[i+j+l]
2j,2i )v2i.
p2i−1(v2j−1) = (µi+j−1ǫ
i+j−1
2j−1,2i−1 + µ[i+j+l−1]ǫ
[i+j+l−1]
2j−1,2i−1)v2i−1.
Dene two matrix A0 = (a0i,j)l×l, A
1 = (a1i,j)l×l whose entries are determined by
p2(i−1)(w2(j−1)) = a
0
i,jw2(i−1), p2i−1(w2j−1) = a
1
i,jw2i−1 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ l. We have
Theorem 5.4. (1) The orrespondene si 7→ si, ei 7→ pi for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2l − 1 extends to a
representation of BGm(Υ) on WGm.
(2) Let W0Gm = C〈w2i〉0≤i≤l−1, and W1Gm = C〈w2i+1〉0≤i≤l−1. Then WGm = W0Gm ⊕W1Gm
is a deomposition of BGm(Υ) representations. We denote the representation on W
0
Gm
(W1Gm) as K
0 (K1).
(3) If det(A0) 6= 0 and det(A1) 6= 0, then K0 and K1 are dierent irreduible represen-
tations of BGm(Υ). They are dierent from Kr
0
and Kr1,and be dierent from those
representations indued by π also.
Proof. It is straightforward to see (2). For (1) we ertify relations in BGm(Υ).
Now by Wedderburn-Artin theorem, when the data in Υ satises the onditions in
lemma5.7 and theorem 5.4 (3), we have
dimBGm(Υ) ≥ #{Gm}+ (dimKr0)2 + (dimKr1)2 + (dimK0)2 + (dimK1)2 = 4l + 4l2.
We have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 5.5. When the data in Υ satises the onditions in Lemma 5.7 and Theorem
5.4 (3), then BG2l(Υ) is a semisimple algebra having dimension 4l + 4l
2
. The subset
G2l
∐
{wei|w ∈ Gm, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2l − 1} is a basis.
Cellular structure for BGm(Υ). Still let (Λ,M,C, ∗) be the known ellular struture
on CG2l. We prove that BG2l(Υ) has a ellular struture (
Λ, M, C, ∗) as follows.
• Λ = Λ∪ {λKr0 , λKr1 , λK0 , λK1 }. We keep the partial order in Λ, and let Kri ≺ λ, Kr1 for
any λ ∈ Λ and any i. Let Ki ≺ Krj for any i, j.
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• For λ ∈ Λ, M(λ) = M(λ).
• M(λKr0) = M(λK0) = {0, 2, · · · , 2l − 2}. M(λKr1) = M(λK1) = {1, 3, · · · , 2l − 1}.
• Denote the involution dened in Lemma 5.5 extending si 7→ si, ei 7→ ei for 0 ≤ i ≤
2l − 1 as ∗.
• Denote the inluding map CG2l → BG2l(Υ) as j. For λ ∈ Λ, S, T ∈ M(λ), let CλS,T =
j(CλS,T ).
• Let [· · · s0s1]i be the word having length i, and in whih s0, s1 appear alternatively.
Similarly dene words [· · · s1s0]i. Let CλK02i,0 = [· · · s0s1]i(sle0 − e0) for 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1. Let
C
λ
K0
0,2i = ∗( C
λ
K0
2i,0 ) for 0 ≤ i ≤ l− 1. Let C
λ
K0
2j,2i = [· · · s0s1]j( C
λ
K0
0,2i ) for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ l− 1.
• Let CλK12i+1,1 = [· · · s1s0]i(sl+1e1 − e1) for 0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1. Let C
λ
K1
1,2i+1 = ∗( C
λ
K1
2i+1,1) for any
i. Let C
λ
K1
2j+1,2i+1 = [· · · s1s0]j( C
λ
K1
1,2i+1) for any i, j.
• The group Gm ats on {e2i}0≤i≤l−1 by onjugaion as w · (e2i) = we2iw−1. This
ation is transitive. Sine |Gm| = 4l, we know for every pair of i, j, there are two lasses
in Gm/{1, s2j} sending e2j to e2i. Chose w1,w2 from eah of these two lasses, Let C
λ
Kr0
2i,2j =
1
2
(w1 + w2)e2j. This denition is independent of the hoie of w1,w2 sine s2je2j = e2j.
Similarly onsider the onjugating ation of Gm on {e1, · · · , e2l−1}. There are two lasses in
Gm/{1, s2j−1} sending e2j−1 to e2i−1. Chose w1,w2 from eah of these two lasses and let
C
λ
Kr1
2i−1,2j−1 =
1
2(w1 +w2)e2j−1.
The following result an be proved by diret omputations.
Proposition 5.2. Above data ( Λ, M, C, ∗) dene a ellular struture on BG2l(Υ).
Remark 5.3. From results as above it isn't hard to see that the quotient algebra
BG2l(Υ) = BG2l(Υ)/ < (sle0 − e0), (sl+1e1 − e1) > also satisfy our requests: generi-
ally semisimplity, ellularity, existene of a at onnetion, implying generalized LK
representation, but it has simpler struture than BG2l(Υ). So it an be a andidate
for the version "generalized Brauer algebra " too. Suh quotient algebra as
BG2l(Υ)
only exist when the Dynkin diagram ontains an even edge, or there is some entry of
Coxeter matrix mi,j ∈ 2Z. For a general pseudo reetion group G we an dene a
quotient algebra
BG(Υ) by adding a relation to Denition 5.1 as:
(7). sei = s
′
ei if s(Hi) = s
′
(Hi) 6= Hi for s, s ′ ∈ R and i ∈ P.
5.3 Canonical Presentations for Real and G(m,1,n) Cases
We dene algebras B
′
G(Υ) when G is a real or a ylotomi reetion group of type G(m,1, n).
These algebras have anonial presentations. Then we prove B
′
G(Υ) is isomorphi to BG(Υ).
First we do it in ases of dihedral groups.
Definition 5.4. The algebra B
′
G(Υ) have the following presentation when G is the
dihedral group of type I2(n) where n = 2k+ 1 is an odd number.
• Generators: S0, S1, E0, E1.
• Relations: (1) [S0S1 · · · ]n = [S1S0 · · · ]n ; (2) S20 = S21 = 1;
(3) S0E0 = E0 = E0S0, S1E1 = E1 = E1S1 ;
(4) E2i = τEi for i = 0, 1;
(5) E0[S1S0 · · · ]2i−1E0 = µE0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k;
(6) E1[S0S1 · · · ]2i−1E1 = µE1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k;
(7) [S0S1 · · · ]2kE0 = E1[S0S1 · · · ]2k ;
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When G is a dihedral group of type I2(2k), the element s0sk = [s0s1 · · · ]2k generate the
enter. We denote it as c. Denote the set of reetions in G as R.
Definition 5.5. The algebra B
′
G(Υ) have the following presentation when G is the
dihedral group of type I2(n) when n = 2k is even. We simply denote µsi, τsi as µi, τi
respetively.
• Generators: S0, S1, E0, E1.
• Relations: (1) [S0S1 · · · ]n = [S1S0 · · · ]n; (2) S20 = S21 = 1.
(3) S0E0 = E0S0 = E0, S1E1 = E1S1 = E1.
(4) E1wE0 = E0wE1 = 0 for any word w omposed by S0, S1.
(5) E0[S1S0 · · · ]2i−1E0 = (µi + µ[i+k]c)E0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k .
(6) E1[S1S0 · · · ]2i−1E1 = (µi + µ[i+k]c)E1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k .
(7) [S1S0 · · · ]2k−1E0 = E0[S1S0 · · · ]2k−1;
(8) [S0S1 · · · ]2k−1E1 = E1[S0S1 · · · ]2k−1.
(9) E20 = τ0E0, E
2
1 = τ1E1.
Theorem 5.6. If G is a dihedral group, then BG(Υ) is isomorphi to B
′
G(Υ) dened
above.
Proof. We onsider the ases when G is of type I2(2k). The ases for G of type I2(2k + 1)
are similar and easier.
Here we denote the algebra BG(Υ) as B, and denote the algebra dened in theorem as
B
′
. Let j be the morphism from CG to B
′
by mapping si ∈ G to Si ∈ B ′ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Let π be the morphism from B
′
to CG by mapping Si ∈ B ′ to si ∈ G, Ei to 0. It is easy
to hek these two morphisms are well dened. There is π ◦ j = idCG, whih implies j is
injetive. For saving notations we denote j(w) as w for w ∈ G. By Theorem 5.1, there is
also a natural injetion l from CG to B. We will also denote l(w) as w for w ∈ G, and we
will identify Si with si when we need.
For 2 ≤ 2i ≤ 2k−2, hoose any w ∈ G suh that s2i = ws0w−1 and let E2i = wE0w−1. E2i
is well dened with no dependene on hoie of w. For example, hoose w = [S1S0 · · · ]2i−1
so E2i = [S1S0 · · · ]2i−1E0[S1S0 · · · ]2i−1. Similarly for 3 ≤ 2i − 1 ≤ 2k − 1, dene E2i−1 =
[S1S0 · · · ]2i−2E1[S1S0 · · · ]2i−2 = [S1S0 · · · ]2i−1E1[S1S0 · · · ]2i−1. Dene a map φ from the set of
generators of B to B
′
as : φ(s0) = S0; φ(s1) = S1; φ(ei) = Ei for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2k − 1. Then φ
extends to a morphism from B to B
′
. To prove it we only need to ertify that φ keep all
the relations in Denition 5.1. The ases of relation (1), (2) is straightforward. So φ an
extend to a map from CG ∪ {e0, · · · , e2k−1}. We prove the ase of relation (7), others are
similar. First onsider the relation for e2ie0. We have
φ(e2i)φ(e0) = E2iE0 = [s1s0 · · · ]2i−1E0[s1s0 · · · ]2i−1E0 = siE0siE0 = si(µi + µ[i+k]c)E0
= (µisi + µ[i+k]s[i+k])E0 = φ((µk(2i,0)sk(2i,0) + µk(2i,0) ′ sk(2i,0) ′ )e0).
Sine relation (7) is invariant under onjugation ofw ∈ G, And for any x ∈ {s0, s1, e0, · · · , e2k−1}
any w ∈ G, we have φ(wvw−1) = wφ(v)w−1, so the other relations for e2ie2j redue to the
ases of e2ie0.
The relations for e2i+1e2j+1 are similar.
Then we dene a morphism ψ : B
′ → B by extending the orrespondene S0 7→ s0,
S1 7→ s1, E0 7→ e0, E1 7→ e1. It is easy to hek ψ is well-dened and be the inverse of φ.
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Suppose GM is a nite Coxeter group with Coxeter matrix M = (mi,j)n×n. As in [17℄,
the ondition for M to be a oxeter matrix is: mi,i = 1; mi,j = mj,i ≥ 2 for i 6= j. The group
GM has the following presentation:
• Generators: s1, s2, · · · , sn;
• Relations: [sisj · · · ]mi,j = [sjsi · · · ]mi,j for i 6= j; s2i = 1 for any i.
GM an be realized as a group generated by reetions in some n dimensional linear
spae naturally, through the geometri representation. In the following we identify GM with
it's image through the geometri representation, and we denote GM as G.
For w ∈ G, any expression w = si1si2 · · · sir with minimal length is alled a redued
form of w, and dene the length of w as l(w) = r.
For the purpose of proving a key lemma we need to introdue the Artin group AM with
oxeter matrix M. It has the following presentation.
• Generators: σ1, σ2, · · · , σn;
• Relations : [σiσj · · · ]mi,j = [σjσi · · · ]mi,j for i 6= j.
Here we denote AM as A. Let A
+
be the monoid generated with the same set of
generators and relations. Let J : A+ → A be the natural morphism of of monoids. We have
Theorem 5.7. J is an injetive map.
The following theorem is well known.
Theorem 5.8. For any w ∈ G, suppose l(w) = r and let si1 · · · sir and sj1 · · · sjr be two
redued forms of w, then in A+ we have σi1 · · ·σir = σj1 · · · σjr.
So there is a well dened injetive map τ : G→ A+ as follows. For w ∈ G, let si1 · · · sik
be a redued form of w and let τ(w) = σi1 · · ·σik . Denote the natural map from A+ to G
extending σi 7→ si as π.
In A+ we denote b ≺ c if there is a ∈ A+ suh that ab = c. This dene a partial order
for A+. Here is an important result in Artin group theory.
Theorem 5.9. [7], [14] For a ∈ A+, if σi ≺ a, σj ≺ a, then [· · · σjσi]mi,j ≺ a.
Now we an prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.11. Suppose G ats on a set S. Suppose there is a subset {v1, · · · , vn} of S
suh that
(1) If mi,j = 2k+ 1, then [sisj · · · ]2k(vi) = vj;
(2) If mi,j = 2k, then [sisj · · · ]2k−1(vj) = vj;
(3) If mi,j = 2, then si(vj) = vj.
(4) si(vi) = vi.
Then an identity wsiw
−1 = sj in G implies w(vi) = vj.
Proof. We prove it by indution on l(w). When l(w) = 0 it is evident. Suppose the lemma
is true when l(w) < k and suppose we have an identity wsiw
−1 = sj where l(w) = k. If
l(wsi) = l(w) − 1, let w
′
= wsi. Sine w
′
si(w
′
)−1 = wsiw
−1 = sj, by indution we have
w
′
(vi) = vj. Whih implies w(vi) = w
′
(vi) = vj by (4).
Now suppose l(wsi) = l(w) + 1. Let si1 · · · sik be a redued form of w. We have
si1 · · · siksi = sjsi1 · · · sik . Beause both sides of the identity are redued forms, by theo-
rem5.8 we have σi1 · · ·σikσi = σjσi1 · · ·σik = τ(wsi).
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From the ondition l(wsi) = l(w) + 1 we know ik 6= i, so by theorem5.9 we have
[· · ·σikσi]mik,i ≺ τ(wsi). So τ(wsi) = a[· · · σikσi]mik,i for some a ∈ A+. Denote π(a) as w
′
,and π([· · · σiσik ]mik,i−1) as u. So w = w
′
u. An argument of length shows l(w
′
) = l(w) −
l(u). There is usiu
−1 = sik , and by (1), (2) , (3) we have u(vi) = vik . So w
′
sik(w
′
)−1 =
wsiw
−1 = sj. By indution we have w
′
(vik) = vj whih implies w(vi) = w
′
u(vi) = vj.
Let R be the set of reetions ontained in G. Let Υ = {µs, τs}s∈R be a set of numbers
satisfying µs = µs ′ , τs = τs ′ if s and s
′
lie in the same onjugay lass. We have the
following theorem.
Theorem 5.10. The algebra BG(Υ) has the following presentation.
• Generators: s1, · · · , sn, e1, · · · , en.
• Relations: (1)s2i = 1 for any i;
(2) [sisj · · · ]mi,j = [sjsi · · · ]mi,j for all i, j;
(3) siei = ei = eisi for any i;
(4) e2i = τiei, where τi = τsi;
(5) siej = ejsi and eiej = ejei if mi,j = 2;
(6) ei[sjsi · · · ]2l−1ei = µsǫei for 1 ≤ l ≤ k, where mi,j = 2k+ 1.
Where ǫ = i(j)if l is odd (even).
(7) [sisj · · · ]2kei = ej[sisj · · · ]2k If mi,j = 2k+ 1.
(8) eiwej = 0 for any word w omposed from {si, sj} If mi,j = 2k.
(9) ei[sjsi · · · ]2l−1ei = (µs + µs ′ci,j)ei for 1 ≤ l ≤ k ,If mi,j = 2k. Where ci,j =
[sisj · · · ]2k, s = [sjsi · · · ]2l−1 and s ′ = c−1i,j s.
(10) [sisj · · · ]2k−1ej = ej[sisj · · · ]2k−1 If mi,j = 2k.
Denote the algebra presented in theorem as B′G(Υ) . The strategy is to onstrut a
morphism from B′G(Υ) to BG(Υ) and a morphism bak, then prove they are the inverse of
eah other.
In denition 5.1, we rst suppose G is the Coxeter group with Coxeter matrix M, then
realize it as a reetion group through the geometri representation ρ : G → GL(V). We
identify G with its image in GL(V), denote ρ(si) as si. Sine G is real, the index set of
reetion hyperplanes P are in one to one orrespondene with the set of reetions R. So
it is onvenient to denote the reetion hyperplane of s ∈ R as Hs and write ei in the
denition as es when Hi = Hs. Let A = {Hs}s∈R be the set of reetion hyperplanes. Dene
φ(si) = si ∈ GL(V), φ(ei) = esi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Lemma 5.12. φ extends to a morphism from B′G(Υ) to BG(Υ).
Proof. We need to ertify that φ satises all relations of B′G(Υ). (1) to (4) are
straightforward . When mi,j = 2, The paraboli subgroup G{i,j} of G generated by si, sj
is Z2 × Z2. By [15℄, the set {Hs |Hs ⊇ Hsi ∩ Hsj} are in one to one orrespondene with
reetions in G{i,j}. Thus there are no other reetion hyperplanes ontaining Hsi ∩ Hsj
exept HSi and Hsj . So by denition 5.1 (4), φ(ei)φ(ej) = esiesj = esjesi = φ(ej)φ(ei), so
relation (5) is satised.
Whenmi,j = 2k+1, to ertify that φ satises (6) it is enough to show esi [sisj · · · ]2l−1esi =
µǫesi . Denote the reetion [sisj · · · ]2l−1 as s. The identity is equivalent to sesisesi = µǫsesi .
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By (3) of denition 5.1, it is equivalent to essisesi = µǫsesi . By knowledge of dihedral
groups , the only reetion onjugating si to ssis is s. So the last identity is a onsequene
of denition5.1 (5). Beause [sisj · · · ]2ksi[sisj · · · ]−12k = sj, so by Denition5.1(3), we have
[sisj · · · ]2kesi = esj [sisj · · · ]2k. So (7) is also satised by φ.
When mi,j = 2k > 2, si and sj don't lie in the same onjugay lass. let w be any
element in the paraboli subgroup of G generated by {si, sj}. Denote wsiw
−1
as s. The
reetion s lie in dierent onjugay lasses with sj. Now |{Ht |Ht ⊃ Hs ∩ Hsj }| = 2k > 2,
so onditions for denition5.1(9) are fullled and we have esesj = 0 , whih is equivalent to
esiwesi = 0. So φ satises (8).
The fats that φ satises (9),(10) an be proved similarly like the ase of (6), (7).
Now we onstrut a morphism from BG(Υ) to B
′
G(Υ). First we need the following lemma.
Let G ats on R by onjugation.
Through making quotient of B′G(Υ) over the ideal generated by e
′
is, it isn't hard to
prove that the morphism J from CG to B′G(Υ) by sending si to si is injetive. So for w ∈ G
we identify J(w) with w . And denote the imbedding image of R in B′G(Υ) as R
′
. Set
E′ = {weiw−1}w∈G,1≤i≤n, E = {es}s∈R. By denition of B′G(Υ), the onjugating ation of G
on E′ satises onditions in lemma5.10. So the map ei 7→ esi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) extends to a
G-equivariant bijetion ϕ : E′ → E. Dene a map ψ : E ∩ R → E′ ∩ R′ by ψ(es) = ϕ−1(es),
ψ(s) = s. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.13. The map ψ extends to a morphism from BG(Υ) to B
′
G(Υ). Still denote
it as ψ.
Proof. We prove that ψ satises relation (5) in denition5.1. The fat that ψ satises
other relations an be proved similarly. Let sα, sβ ∈ R suh that {s ∈ R |Hs ⊇ Hsα ∩Hsβ } )
{sα, sβ}. Suppose the edge L = Hsα ∩ Hsβ is in the losure of some Weyl hamber ∆. Let
∆0 be the fundamental Weyl hamber whose walls onsist of {Hs1 , · · · , Hsn }. Sine G ats
on the set of Weyl hambers transitively, there exists w ∈ G suh that w∆ = ∆0. So, there
exists w ∈ G and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n suh that wL = Hsi ∩Hsj .
Denote the paraboli subgroup of G generated by {si, sj} as Gi,j. Sine wsαw
−1
and
wsβw
−1
x every point in Hsi ∩ Hsj , there exist _s, s ∈ R ∩ Gi,j suh that wψ(esα)w−1 = _s,
wψ(esβ)w
−1 = s.
Denote the dihedral group of type I2(mi,j) as G
′
. Denote the set of reetions in G
′
as
R
′
. Let φ be the injetive morphism from G
′
to G by sending s0, s1 to si,sj respetively.
We onsider the generalized algebra BG ′ (Υ
′
), where the data Υ
′
= {µs, τs}s∈R ′ is determined
by setting µs = µφ(s), τs = τφ(s) for s ∈ R ′ .
By the anonial presentation of BG ′ (Υ
′
) in theorem5.8 and theorem5.9, the morphism
φ an be extended to a morphism from BG ′ (Υ
′
) to BG(Υ) by mapping e0, e1 to ei, ej
respetively. We still denote this morphism as φ. Let _r = φ−1( _s), r = φ−1(s). In BG ′ (Υ
′
)
we have e
_rer = (Σr∈R ′ :r_rr=rµrr)er. Apply φ to this identity we get
e
_ses = (Σr∈R ′ :r_rr=rµrφ(r))es = (Σs∈R:s _ss=sµss)es.
The seond equality is beause µφ(r) = µr, and
{φ(r)}r∈R ′ :r_rr=r = {s ∈ R ∩Gi,j | s _ss = s} = {s ∈ R | s _ss = s}.
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So by onjugating above identity by w−1 we have
ψ(esα)ψ(esβ) = w
−1e
_sesw = (Σs∈R:s _ss=sµsw−1sw)esβ = (Σs∈R:ssαs=sβµss)esβ .
By denition ψ and φ are apparently the inverse of eah other, so theorem5.8 is proved.
When M is a nite type Coxeter matrix of simply laed type, any two reetions in GM are
onjugate to eah other. So in the data Υ, µs = µ, τs = τ for all s ∈ R. Using lemma5.3 we
an let µ = 1. So BGM(Υ) an be also denoted as BGM(τ). Those relations in theorem5.8 in
these ases are atually the same as the relations of generalized Brauer algebras in [10℄.
Remark 5.4. The algebra B ′G(Υ) an be dened for Coxeter groups of innite type as
well.
The Cyclotomic G(m,1, n) cases. Let G be the ylotomi pseudo reetion group
of type G(m,1, n). As in [5℄, let V be a n-dimensional omplex linear spae with a positive
denite Hermitian metri <,> , let {v1, · · · , vn} be a orthonormal base. Then G an be
imbedded in U(V). It's image onsists of monomial matries whose entries are m-th roots
of unit. Here we give a onise desription of some fats of G without proof. Suppose
(z1, · · · , zn) is the oordinate system orresponding to {v1, · · · , vn}. Let ξ = exp(2π
√
−1
m
). For
i 6= j, 0 ≤ a ≤m−1, dene Hi,j;a = ker(zi−ξazj) = (vi−ξavj)⊥. Dene Hi = ker(zi) = (vi)⊥.
Then Hai,j = Hj,i;−a.
Let si,j;a ∈ U(V) be the unique reetion xing every points in Hai,j. Let si be the
pseudo reetion dened by: si(vi) = ξvi; si(vj) = vj for j 6= i. Then the set A of reetion
hyperplanes of G is {Hi,j;a}i<j;0≤a≤m−1 ∪ {Hi}1≤i≤n. The set of pseudo reetions R of G is
{si,j;a}i<j;0≤a≤m−1 ∐ (∐m−1k=1 {ski }1≤i≤n).
The left side of above identity gives a deomposition of R into onjugay lasses. It is well
known that G has a anonial presentation also as follows.
Proposition 5.3. If set S0 = s1; Si = si,i+1;0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, we have the following
anonial presentation of G.
• Generators: S0, · · · , Sn−1 .
• Relations: Sm0 = S2i = id for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1; SiSi+1Si = Si+1SiSi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2;
SiSj = SjSi for | i− j |≥ 2; S0S1S0S1 = S1S0S1S0.
Now we have a look at the algebra BG(Υ). The data Υ now essentially onsists of
µ, µ1, · · · , µm−1, τ0, τ1. Where µsi,j;a = µ, µski = µk; τHi,j;a = τ1, τHi = τ0.
The following is a expliit denition of BG(Υ) aording to denition5.1.
Definition 5.6. Here is the expliit denition of BG(Υ) when G is the pseudo reetion
group of type G(m,1, n).
• Generators: { w}w∈G ∪ {ei,j;a}i<j;0≤a≤m−1 ∪ {ei}1≤i≤n.
• Relations: (0) w1 w2 = w3 if w1w2 = w3 in G;
(1) si,j;aei,j;a = ei,j;asi,j;a = ei,j;a; siei = eisi = ei;
(2) (ei,j;a)
2 = τ1ei,j;a; (ei)
2 = τ0ei;
(3) wei,j;a = ek,l;b w if w(Hi,j;a) = Hk,l;b; wei = ej w if w(Hi) = Hj;
(4) ei,j;aek,l;b = ek,l;bei,j;a if {i, j} ∩ {k, l} = ∅; ei,j;aek = ekei,j;a if k 6∈ {i, j};
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(5) ei,j;aei,k;b = µsj,k;b−aei,k;b for j 6= k;
eiej = (Σ1≤a≤m−1µasi,j;a)ej;
(6) ei,j;aei = eiei,j;a = 0.
As in the real ase, we dene the following algebra B
′
G(Υ) and prove it is isomorphi to
BG(Υ).
Definition 5.7. The algebra B
′
G(Υ) is dened with the following generators and rela-
tions.
• Generators: S0, S1, · · · , Sn−1, E0, E1 · · · , En−1;
• Relations: (1) Sm0 = S2i = id for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1; S0S1S0S1 = S1S0S1S0;
SiSj = SjSi for | i− j |≥ 2; SiSi+1Si = Si+1SiSi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
(2) E20 = τ0E0; E
2
i = τ1Ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1;
(3) S1(S0)
iS1E0 = E0S1(S0)
iS1 for any i; SiE0 = E0Si for i ≥ 1;
(S0)
iS1(S0)
i(E1) = E1(S0)
iS1(S0)
i
for any i.
SiSi+1Ei = Ei+1SiSi+1 for i ≥ 1; SiEj = EjSi for | i− j |≥ 2.
(4) SiEi = Ei = EiSi.
(5) E1S
i
0E1 = µiE1 for 1 ≤ i ≤m − 1; E0S1E0 = (Σm−1i=1 µS1Si0S1S−i0 )E0.
(6) EiEj = EjEi for | i− j |≥ 2; EiEi+1 = µSiSi+1SiEi+1.
(7) E0WE1 = E1WE0 = 0 for any word W of Si's.
Theorem 5.11. The algebra B
′
G(Υ) is isomorphi to BG(Υ).
Proof. The strategy of proof of this theorem is the same as for the real ase. We onstrut
a morphism Φ from B
′
G(Υ) to BG(Υ) and a morphism Ψ in reverse diretion. One these
morphisms are onstruted, it is straight forward to see they are inverse of eah other so
the theorem is proved. The morphism Φ is onstruted by setting
Φ(S0) = s1;Φ(Si) = si,i+1;0 for i ≥ 1;Φ(E0) = e1;Φ(Ei) = ei,i+1,0 for i ≥ 1.
It isn't hard to ertify that Φ satisfying all relations in denition5.5, so Φ an extend
to a morphism. To dene Ψ, the main step is still the denition of Ψ(ei) and Ψ(ei,j;a). The
following lemma shows there are well dened elements Fi's and Fi,j;a's suh that if we set
Ψ(w) = w,Ψ(ei) = Fi, Ψ(ei,j;a) = Fi,j;a,
Then Ψ an extend to a morphism from BG(Υ) to B
′
G(Υ) by ertifying that it all relations
in denition5.4. The proof is almost the same as in proof of lemma5.12 so we skep it.
Construction of Fi and Fi,j;a The following lemma is similar to lemma5.10.
Lemma 5.14. Let G be the pseudo reetion group of type G(m,1, n). Suppose G ats
on a set S and suppose there is a subset {v0, v1, · · · , vn−1} suh that:
(1) (S0)
iS1(S0)
i(v1) = v1 for any i; S1(S0)
iS1(v0) = v0 for any i.
(2) SiSi+1(vi) = vi+1 for i ≥ 1; SiSi−1(vi) = vi−1 for i ≥ 2.
(3) Si(vj) = vj if | i− j |≥ 2.
(4) Si(vi) = vi.
Where Si's are generators of G as in proposition5.3. For onveniene of presenta-
tion here we denote H1 as H0, Hi,i+1;0 as Hi for i ≥ 2. Then the identity w(Hi) = Hj
implies w(vi) = vj, where w ∈ G.
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Proof. In this ase instead of using Artin monoid we prove it by diret omputation. Let
vi = Si−1 · · · S1(v0) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n; vai,j = (Sj−1 · · · S1S0S1 · · · Sj−1)aSj−1 · · · Si+1(vi) for i < j−1;
vai,i+1 = (Si · · · S0 · · · Si)a(vi). The following identities show that the set {vi}1≤i≤n ∪ {vai,j}i<j
is losed under the ation of G, and the map J : A→ {vi}1≤i≤n ∪ {vai,j}i<j :
Hi,j;a 7→ vai,j; Hi 7→ vi
is G equivariant. Thus our theorem is proved.
(a) S0(vi) = vi.
S0(vi) = Si−1 · · · S2S0S1(v0) = Si−1 · · · S2S1 · S1S0S1(v0) = Si−1 · · · S2S1(v0) = vi.
(b) S0(v
a
1,i) = v
a−1
1,i .
S0(v
a
1,i) = S0(Si−1 · · · S0 · · · Si−1)aSi−1 · · · S2(v1) = (Si−1 · · · S0 · · · Si−1)aSi−1 · · · S2S0(v1)
= (Si−1 · · · S0 · · · Si−1)a−1Si−1 · · · S1S0S1S0(v1) = (Si−1 · · · S0 · · · Si−1)a−1Si−1 · · · S2(v1)
= va−11,i .
() S0(v
a
i,j) = v
a
i,j if i ≥ 2.
S0(v
a
i,j) = S0(Sj−1 · · · S1S0S1 · · · Sj−1)aSj−1 · · · Si+1(vi)
= (Sj−1 · · · S1S0S1 · · · Sj−1)aSj−1 · · · Si+1S0(vi) = vai,j.
(d) Si(vi) = vi+1 for i ≥ 1.
Si(vi) = SiSi−1 · · · S1(v0) = vi+1.
(e) Si(vi+1) = vi for i ≥ 1.
Equivalent to (d).
(f) Si(vj) = vj if i 6= 0 and j 6= i, i+ 1.
j 6= i, i+ 1⇔ i > j or i < j− 1. If i > j then Si(vj) = SiSj−1 · · · S1(v0)
= Sj−1 · · · S1Si(v0) = vj; If i < j − 1 then Si(vj) = SiSj−1 · · · S1(v0)
= Sj−1 · · · SiSi+1Si · · · S1(v0) = Sj−1 · · · Si+1SiSi+1 · · · S1(v0)
= Sj−1 · · · S1Si+1(v0) = vj.
(g) Si(v
a
i,l) = v
a
i+1,l if l ≥ i+ 2.
First we have
Si(Sl−1 · · · S0 · · · Sl−1) = Sl−1 · · · SiSi+1Si · · · S0 · · · Sl−1
= Sl−1 · · · Si+1SiSi+1 · · · S0 · · · Sl−1 = Sl−1 · · · S0 · · · Si+1SiSi+1 · · · Sl−1
= (Sl−1 · · · S0 · · · Sl−1)Si.
So
Si(v
a
i,l) = Si(Sl−1 · · · S0 · · · Sl−1)aSl−1 · · · Si+1(vi)
= (Sl−1 · · · S0 · · · Sl−1)aSiSl−1 · · · Si+1(vi)
= (Sl−1 · · · S0 · · · Sl−1)aSl−1 · · · Si+2SiSi+1(vi)
= (Sl−1 · · · S0 · · · Sl−1)aSl−1 · · · Si+2(vi+1) = vai+1,l.
(h) Si(v
a
l,i) = v
a
l,i+1 for l < i.
Si(v
a
l,i) = Si(Si−1 · · · S0 · · · Si−1)aSi−1 · · · Sl+1(vl)
= (Si · · · S0 · · · Si)aSiSi−1 · · · Sl+1(vl) = val,i+1.
(i) Si(v
a
k,l) = v
a
k,l if {k, l} ∩ {i, i+ 1} = ∅.
Si(v
a
k,l) = Si(Sl−1 · · · S0 · · · Sl−1)aSl−1 · · · Sk+1(vk)
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5.4 A variation of BG(Υ)
In denition5.1 of the algebra BG(Υ), if we replae the relation (6) with the following weaker
relation
(6)
′
. eiej = ejei, if {k ∈ I|Hk ⊃ Hi ∩Hj} 6= {i, j} and R(i, j) = ∅,
we obtain an algebra B^G(Υ) larger than BG(Υ). It isn't hard to ertify that B^G(Υ) is also
nite dimensional, the onnetion Ω as in proposition5.1 is still at and G-invariant, and
B^G(Υ) still ontain the generalized Krammer representations. In the following we explain
the reason that taking BG(Υ) as the generalized Brauer algebra but not B^G(Υ).
Two important features of the Brauer algebra Bn(τ) are that for generi τ the algebra
Bn(τ) is semisimple and that for all τ the algebra Bn(τ) have the same dimension. We hope
that generalized Brauer algebras should also hold these features. The following two lemmas
show that these features don't hold for B^G(Υ).
Here we onsider the ases when G are dihedral groups. Notations are from setion 5.2.
In dihedral group G of type I2(2k + 1), for any two reetion si, sj the set R(i, j) 6= ∅, so
in the orresponding algebra BG(Υ) the ondition (6) doesn't appear. we only onsider the
ases when G is a dihedral group of type I2(2k). The main result of this setion is the
following proposition.
Proposition 5.4. (1) Let G be dihedral group of type I2(2n). Let Hi, Hj be a pair of
reetion hyperplanes suh that R(i, j) = ∅, and sisj 6= sjsi. Suppose sisjsi = sk. In the
algebra B^G(Υ), if Υ satises the ondition: µi±µ[n+i]− τk 6= 0, then for any irreduible
representation (V, ρ) of B^G(Υ) we have ρ(ei)ρ(ej) = ρ(ej)ρ(ei) = 0.
(2) Let G be dihedral group of type I2(2n). Let Hi, Hj be a pair of reetion hy-
perplanes suh that R(i, j) = ∅, and sisj = sjsi. In the algebra B^G(Υ), if Υ satises the
ondition τ0(µ1±µ0) 6= 0 and µ2±µ[n+2]−τ4 6= 0, then for any irreduible representation
(V, ρ) of B^G(Υ) we have ρ(ei)ρ(ej) = ρ(ej)ρ(ei) = 0.
Proof. (1) First we have eiej = sieiej = siejei = siejsiei = ekei. The seond equality is by
using relation (6)
′
.
So ek(eiej) = (ek)
2ei = τk(ekei) = τkeiej. On the other hand,
ek(eiej) = (ekej)ei = (µisi + µ[n+i]s[n+i])ejei.
Now c = sis[n+i] is entral in B^G(Υ), so in the irreduible representation (V, ρ), ρ(c)
is a onstant. Sine c2 = 1, so this onstant is 1 or −1. When ρ(c) = 1, (µiρ(si) +
µ[n+i]ρ(s[n+i]))ρ(ej)ρ(ei) = (µiρ(si) + µ[n+i]ρ(si))ρ(ei)ρ(ej) = (µi + µ[n+i])ρ(ej)ρ(ei). So
(µi + µ[n+i] − τk)ρ(ei)ρ(ej) = 0 and the ondition in statement (1) imply ρ(ei)ρ(ej) = 0.
Similarly when ρ(c) = −1, we have (µi − µ[n+i] − τk)ρ(ei)ρ(ej) = 0 and the ondition in (1)
implies ρ(ei)ρ(ej) = 0.
(2) By heking ation of reetions on the set of reetion hyperplanes it isn't hard to
see the ases in statement (2) only happen when n = 2k + 1 and j = [i+ 2k + 1]. First we
onsider the ase i = 0, j = 2k+ 1. Remember the entral element c = sis[2k+1+i] = s0s2k+1
for any i, so
si(e0e2k+1) = s[2k+1+i]s0s2k+1e0e2k+1 = s[2k+1+i]s0s2k+1e2k+1e0 = s[2k+1+i]e0e2k+1.
Now let (V,ρ) be an irreduible representation of B^G(Υ) in whih c ats as idV . On the
one hand ρ[(µ0s2k+2 + µ1s1)e2s1(e0e2k+1)] = ρ[(µ0s2k+2 + µ1s1)s1(e0)
2e2k+1] = ρ[τ0(µ0 +
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µ1)e0e2k+1]. Where the seond identity is by using relations of BG(Υ) and by using above
identity.
On the other hand ρ[(µ0s2k+2+µ1s1)e2s1(e0e2k+1)] = ρ[e0e2s1(e0e2k+1)] = ρ[s1e2e0e0e2k+1] =
ρ[τ0s1e2e0e2k+1] = ρ[τ0s1e2e2k+1e0]. Sine R(2, 2k + 1) = ∅, and s2s2k+1 6= s2k+1s2, so by
statement (1) and by onditions in (2), sine s2s2k+1s2 = s4, we have ρ(e2e2k+1) = 0. So
τ0(µ0 + µ1)ρ(e0e2k+1) = τ0ρ(s1e2e2k+1e0) = 0. The ondition in statement (2) then implies
ρ(e0)ρ(e2k+1) = 0.
Remark 5.5. Canonial presentations of BG(Υ) may help to nd possible deformations
of these algebras, i.e, the generalized BMW algebras. We also hope to nd BG(Υ) in
some other settings, for example, nd geometri onstrutions of these algebras.
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